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Welcome and Keynote panel: `From Apartheid to Departheid: Or why “stop deportation”
campaigns do not succeed’
Monday, 28 August, 18:00-19:30, location: Theatre Hall CREA19
This opening keynote panel features a provocative introductory talk by Barak Kalir
(University of Amsterdam) followed by responses from three leading researchers in the field
of migration and displacement. As an open discussion concerned with displacement,
exclusion and the various responses to it, the panel bridges PACSA’s 2015 conference on
im/mobility and conflict with this year’s theme.
Speaker: Barak Kalir, Associate Professor at the University of Amsterdam
Discussants:
•
•
•

Cindy Horst: Research Professor in Migration and Refugee Studies at the Peace
Research Institute Oslo (PRIO)
Katarzyna Grabska: Senior Fellow at the Global Migration Centre, the Graduate
Institute Geneva
Simon Turner: Associate Professor at the SAXO-Institute, University of Copenhagen

Abstract
We nowadays live in societies – in the global north but increasingly everywhere – where
states govern populations by drawing a stark distinction between legal citizens and
illegalized people within their sovereign territory. Illegalized people are often apprehended
on the street or at home, abruptly uprooted from their family and community. They are
detained for weeks or months and then deported against their will, sometimes to lifethreatening conditions in warzones such as Iraq, Sudan, Somalia, Afghanistan and Turkey. If
not deported, illegalized people live in constant fear (of deportation) and in extreme
marginality. They are basically abandoned by states and are left to die slowly in horrendous
camps such as the Calais jungle, the Moria hotspot in Lesvos or mount Gurugu in Morocco.
These severe sanctioning of illegalized people are applied above all to undocumented
migrants or unauthorized asylum seekers whose only violation of the law is administrative in
character: the failure to secure an orderly registration with the state authorities.
In this talk I seek to approximate an explanation not just for state authorities’ securitized
dealings with the “problem” of illegalized people (criminalization, detention, deportation,
abandonment), but also for the more endemic silent complicity of the majority of the
citizenry. Why do so few people concern themselves with deportations of illegalized
subjects? Why do most people remain indifferent at best? And can critical anthropology play
a role in advancing a public and political debate around states’ deportation regimes? In
approximating some answers to these questions I will draw on the minor success of the
“stop deportation” campaign in Europe.
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Keynote lecture: The Digital Def/Ending of Democracy: Transformations of Political
Agency in Africa
Mirjam de Bruijn, Professor of Contemporary History and Anthropology of Africa, Leiden
University
Tuesday, 29 August, 16:00-18:00. Room: M 1.01Conference
Abstract
In the past decade we have seen an increase in protest movements and resistance to
oppressive regimes: regimes that do not shy away from filling their prisons with subjects
that threaten their power. One of the new powerful tools of these regimes is the digital.
Digipolitics is a form of political power that easily turns into mass control when in the hands
of an oppressive state. Such regimes submit people to violence, fear and repression,
oscillating with periods of conflict and (civil) war. To live under such circumstances, in
memory and through perspectives on the future, represents a specific emic of conflict:
duress, leading people to different actions from silence and fear to action and open
rebellion. This duress, and its role within the digital, is essential to understand the dynamics
between peace, conflict and security. Next to oppressive digipolitics, newly emerging
technologies are also hailed for their democratizing power: the power to include and
connect. Digipolitics is another layer of peoples’ long durée experiences of violence,
repression and conflict. But do people who experience increasing control through digipolitics
find themselves in a more powerful situation vis-à-vis the oppressors, precisely because of
the digital? This is the paradox of the digital that has both the power to defend and to end
democracy.
In this lecture I will search for the balance between digicontrol and digiagency in relation to
current political changes in West and Central Africa. Unpacking this ambivalence between
agency and control inherent to the digital, I ask why the past decade in West and Central
Africa was characterized by a new wave of protests and social movements. How has duress
transformed the digital, and how does it relate to digiagency as a tool for political action?
Are we indeed facing the ‘Sub-Saharan Spring’?
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Panel 1 – Shaping Inclusive Political Settlements: Critical Approaches to International
Peacebuilding
Conveners: Laura Wise and Astrid Jamar
Discussant: Judith Verweijen
Description: International actors involved in peace processes and peacebuilding – such as
third-party mediators, representatives of UN agencies, regional organisations or
international NGOs – are increasingly seeking to encourage inclusive political settlements.
Our panel aims to look critically at how these actors influence processes of inclusion, and the
impact of these efforts in specific contexts. Different international actors promote diverse
forms of inclusion, from the inclusion of armed groups into power-sharing institutions, to
establishing spaces for women, minorities, or vulnerable groups to shape governmental
agendas.
Contents:
1. Strengthening Local Peace Committees: The ‘local turn’ and ‘effective’ peacebuilding
in Burundi and eastern DRC – Mathijs van Leeuwen, Joseph Nindorera, Jean-Louis
Nzweve and Corita Corbijn
2. Putting the ‘Local’ in Local Ownership: Examples from Sierra Leone – Laura Martin
3. White Lab Mice and Trojan Horses: Implementing Decentralisation in Kosovo – Laura
Wise
4. Civil Society in the Myanmar Peace Process and Peacebuilding - included or not? –
Michael Lidauer
5. Possibility of an Alternative Negotiation Method for the Longest National Problem in
Europe – Mertkan Hamit and Başak Ekenoğlu
6. Bringing Women and Victims to the Transitional Justice Table – Seeking Participation
or Legitimacy? – Astrid Jamar
7. Internationalized justice and local injustice: Addressing impunity for Sexual Violence
in Sri Lanka – Chulani Kodikara
8. International Mediation of Power-Sharing Settlements – Allison McCulloch and
Joanne McEvoy

Session 1
Strengthening Local Peace Committees: The ‘local turn’ and ‘effective’ peacebuilding in
Burundi and eastern DRC
Mathijs van Leeuwen, Joseph Nindorera, Jean-Louis Nzweve, and Corita Corbijn
Local Peace Committees (LPCs) have become an important strategy of development
organizations to promote transitional justice in conflict-affected contexts. The popularity of
LPCs may be understood as part of a ‘local turn’ in peacebuilding over the past two decades,
and from dissatisfaction with conventional peacebuilding practices. LPCs are seen to provide
opportunities to enhance local support for national level peace processes, and to work on
local dynamics of conflict; to actively engage local communities, and to better relate
peacebuilding to local contextual understanding, resources, and ambitions; and to change
power relations and state-society relations from the local level upwards.
This paper critically reflects on such expectations, starting from an exploration of different
ontologies of conflict and peace prevailing among the peacebuilding community.
10

Experiences of local peacebuilding in Burundi and eastern DR Congo underscore that, the
local turn does not by itself resolve several of the key challenges of conventional
peacebuilding. First, local conflict can seldom be dealt with in isolation from conflict at other
levels of society. Second, moving to the local level will not result in a more coherent and
comprehensive agenda for peacebuilding. Third, local peacebuilding is inherently a highly
contested process, involving strong local debate about the desired institutional order.
Putting the ‘Local’ in Local Ownership: Examples from Sierra Leone
Laura Martin
Local ownership and inclusion in peacebuilding programmes has become something of a
necessity in recent years. While post-conflict programmes are frequently aimed to assist
different groups and facilitate peace and justice in different settings, they are all actively
engaging with the discourse and ‘practice’ of local ownership. The dynamics of how these
processes ultimately unfold illustrate how they do in fact ‘become local’, just not always in
the ways that are intended. This paper will explore various examples of how local ownership
was framed in different post-conflict programmes in Sierra Leone, including the DDR
programme, the Truth Commission, the Special Court and a local reconciliation programme
called Fambul Tok. I will illustrate how the discourse and practice of these different
programmes are contrary to notions of local ownership, but despite their roots and
foundations, such programmes do ‘become local’ through efforts of individual
appropriation.
White Lab Mice and Trojan Horses: Implementing Decentralisation in Kosovo
Laura Wise
Decentralization as a form of power-sharing in conflict-affected societies has been a popular
aspect of constitutional design in peace agreements developed by international mediators.
Much of the academic literature on the subject attempts to assess whether decentralization
contributes to further division of multi-ethnic societies, or if it sates ethno-national group
demands for further autonomy. This focus on outcomes and efficacy, however, can overlook
the processes of negotiating and implementing decentralized plans – particularly the role of
ethnic minorities in determining how power should be devolved in order to accommodate
their needs.
This paper attempts to develop understandings of decentralization as a form of
peacebuilding, by questioning the practice of implementing international power-sharing
plans from the top-down, with a form of governance depicted as moving decision-making
from the national to the local level. It asks what importance members of the Serb
community in post-conflict Kosovo place on peacebuilding notions of consent, legitimacy,
and transparency, when developing decentralized systems of governance.
It explore these questions through qualitative analysis of local and municipal power-sharing
provisions in peace agreements, and positions the normative expectations advanced by
these plans alongside perspectives raised by minority discussions facilitated by the Kosovo
Open Society Foundation about the Association/Community of Serbian Municipalities.
Civil Society in the Myanmar Peace Process and Peacebuilding - included or not?
Michael Lidauer
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Myanmar has faced civil wars, local level violence, and forms of inter-communal violence for
over sixty years. Since the end of military rule and the beginning of a political transition in
2010, 13 bilateral ceasefires (2011/2012) and a Nationwide Ceasefire Agreement (NCA;
2015) have been signed. However, the NCA was not “inclusive” and was only signed by 8
groups, with several major ethnic armed groups not engaging in the truce. One reason for
them not joining the agreement was a preference for political settlements rather than a
ceasefire agreement. The NCA foresees the holding of Union Peace Conferences and the
development of a formalized political dialogue process, some of which has since started. The
paper intends to provide an overview about stakeholders in the Myanmar peace process
with a particular focus on civil society. Civil Society plays limited roles in the formal peace
process, but finds various forms of engagement in larger peacebuilding. This paper is based
on three months of fieldwork across Myanmar as part of a research project contracted by a
Yangon-based fund.

Session 2
Possibility of an Alternative Negotiation Method for the Longest National Problem in Europe
Mertkan Hamit and Başak Ekenoğlu
Two years ago there was a glimmering hope in Cyprus for the end of the longest national
problem of Europe. The UN facilitated talks gained significant momentum however, the
negotiation table dissolved at the beginning of the 2017. The attempts for the resolution of
the Cyprus Problem are not over and it is widely considered as the last chance for Cyprus.
Despite in the long history of non-resolution of the conflict, the international and local
actors failed to address the reasons of the failure by reintroducing the same methodology.
This research invites to reconsider methodological problems in the failure to reach a deal in
such a long period of time. Also the study argues the desperate need of reintroducing the
wider society and the support from the grassroots level to reach to a viable solution. By
introducing the significance of non-formal dialogue space across the communities, it draws
the lessons from the Cyprus Dialogue Forum as a non- formal dialogue space in the island
since 2015 which was created as a response to the need for inclusive and permanent space
for structured dialogue to contribute the formal negotiations and change process.
The study critically approaches the elitist understanding of the international organizations in
Cyprus and offers a way of engaging the inclusive methods for the conflict resolution.
Bringing Women and Victims to the Transitional Justice Table – Seeking Participation or
Legitimacy?
Astrid Jamar
Looking at the Burundian peacebuilding process, this paper will address the aid-dependent
efforts seeking to include further participation in the transitional justice process. The general
peace process involved important institutional engineering to address issues of inclusion and
support a peaceful and democratic political transformation. Such political reforms were
envisioned to redress the ethnic, gender and regional equilibrium in national institutions. In
the shadow of the official peacebuilding process, long and difficult negotiations were taking
place over transitional justice between the various involved actors including the UN,
Burundian authorities and NGOs. Responding to global trends, international actors (the TJ
unit of the UN Office in Burundi and other international NGOs) put pressure on to include
women and victims groups in the transitional justice agenda.
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Through ethnographic fieldwork, I observed the initial reluctance of existing civil society
actors to welcome these newcomers. The UN TJ unit then created a victim network, with
gender and ethnic quotas, whose members gradually became integrated into the process.
However, since the country is now back in conflict, the TJ process has lost even more of its
limited legitimacy and credibility – particularly from critical NGOs, political opposition and
international actors (but not necessarily from these newly included actors).
Reflecting upon existing debates about participation and empowerment, my paper will
review critically normative motivations for inclusion, its implementation, and the long term
and side effects of such international intervention. It will asks how the inclusion agenda
reproduces, challenges and/or transforms power dynamics between actors at the
transitional justice table.

Internationalized justice and local injustice: Addressing impunity for Sexual Violence in Sri
Lanka
Chulani Kodikara
There is a recurrent trope within the theory and practice of transitional justice that it is both
backward and forward looking. Accountability in the form of truth, justice and/or
reparations is the bridge between the past and the future where violence even if not entirely
eliminated has been drastically and dramatically reduced. Temporalisation of violence as
war and post-war, or simply war and peace is therefore central to this formulation of justice.
Yet this is by no means the only binary opposition underpinning transitional justice
processes. These processes are replete with and indeed heavily rely on a number of
distinctions determined on the basis of ‘who’ committed ‘what’ kind of violations and to
what extent, some more explicitly acknowledged than others: systematic versus
unsystematic, public versus private, international versus national, civil and political versus
social and economic, egregious versus the ordinary.
However these distinctions are deeply gendered and feminists scholars have been at the
forefront of challenging these distinctions. Yet the international feminist campaign to make
rape and sexual violence in the context of war a matter of international politics and a crime
under international law reproduces and perpetuates these binaries with implications for the
transformative potential of transitional justice processes.
In this paper, I examine the way in which some of these binaries are constructed and
deployed in the international campaign for justice for sexual violence committed by the
armed forces in the war in Sri Lanka. I argue that these binary distinctions are inevitable in
heavily internationalized transitional justice processes and inquire whether it is possible to
transcend these distinctions if there is more local ownership of such processes.

International Mediation of Power-Sharing Settlements
Allison McCulloch and Joanne McEvoy
Power sharing is largely accepted among scholars and policy-makers as a potentially
effective mechanism for building peace in the aftermath of violent intrastate conflict.
Although the operation of power sharing may be prone to ongoing challenges and even
political crises arising from the legacy of the conflict, international actors continue to
promote power-sharing arrangements to manage self-determination disputes. This paper
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investigates the normative and/or instrumental reasons why third-party mediators (on
behalf of international organizations, non-governmental organizations and/or states) turn to
power-sharing strategies during peace negotiations. It asks what role external actors
envision for themselves in the post-conflict period and why external actors promote power
sharing when its maintenance is likely to depend on their ongoing commitment and
governance involvement. Exploring the role of external actors in upholding or promoting
power sharing in divided societies, the paper draws on in-depth interviews with conflict
mediators and extensive documentary analysis.
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Panel 2 – Ethnographic Explorations of Heterogeneity, Representation and Legitimacy in
the Colombian Peace Process
Conveners: Gwen Burnyeat and Jonathan Newman

Description: This timely panel seeks to broaden critical discussion about local experiences of
the Colombian peace process, probing issues of legitimacy and representation. When does
heterogeneous, ethnographic refusal (Ortner, 1995) undermine politically expedient
narratives of bounded, homogenous groups and their selected delegates? Contributions will
explore tensions between the needs of hostile parities for reaching an agreement, and the
development of democratic legitimacy for such agreements. Degrees of inclusion and
exclusion shape these tensions.
The talks built from the pedagogy and practice of other peace processes. They addressed
some problems from previous Colombian negotiations too. Paffenholz (2014) observes that
although the involvement of civil society in peace processes improves legitimacy and
sustainability, it also makes mediation more complex. Participation and consultation has
limits. In the national referendum on the Havana Accord, 63% of Colombians did not vote,
and a narrow majority of remaining voters rejected the deal. Ostensibly, the Colombian
process aimed at inclusion of civil society and victims, but what can ethnography reveal
about what that strategy meant in practice?
Contents:
1. Conceptions of peace among Colombian troops: heteroglossias in the Colombian
peace process – Ana Mariá Forero
2. ‘That peace is not for me’: Exploring marginalised youths’ perceptions of peace and
violence in post-conflict Colombia – Elena butti
3. Friction: Justice, Gender and Land in the Colombian Peace Process – Donny
Meertens
4. Speaking for ‘the victims:’ Maximalist intransigence and (de) constructing
hierarchies in transitional justice – Roxanne Krystalli and Kimberly Theidon
5. Translating the Peace Process: From Policy to Society in Colombia’s Transitional
Geopolitical Conjuncture – Gwen Burnyeat
Conceptions of peace among Colombian troops: heteroglossias in the Colombian peace
process
Ana María Forero
This paper aims to examine the points of coincidence and divergence present in the ways of
signifying the notion of “peace” between the narratives constructed by the directives of the
Strategic Command of Transitions (COET) and those of the professional soldiers of the
Colombian National Army. I define narrative as a specific type of discourse that delimits a
temporality, has a central theme, comprises a beginning, middle, and end, and has an
identifiable voice (Jimeno, 2016). This paper follows the indications of Mc. Leish (2012),
Guber (2004) and Catherine Lutz (2006) who insist on the importance of anthropologically
dealing with military institutions and advancing a topography of power of institutions that
determine the destiny of nations. In the Colombian case, gaining a better understanding of
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the Army´s world-view involves investigating an institution that faces today many fears
concerning the ongoing peace process and that must simultaneously put in place the
necessary reforms to adopt itself to the terms of the post-peace agreement era.

‘That peace is not for me’: Exploring marginalised youths’ perceptions of peace and violence
in post-conflict Colombia
Elena Butti
The peacebuilding literature has long emphasised that youth involvement is key to ensuring
a long-term and stable peace. In the aftermath of the ‘no’ victory in the Colombian peace
plebiscite, great emphasis has been placed on youth movements’ push for peace. However,
statistics on violent groups in Latin America also show that these groups are largely made up
of young people. The position of young people at the crux between peacebuilding and
perpetuation of violence needs to be contextually unpacked.
While studies have tended to focus on youth movements, the question of how nonorganised, (self-)marginalised youths relate to peacebuilding is largely unaddressed. Based
on 9 months of ethnographic fieldwork with marginalised adolescents in the conflictaffected town of San Carlos, this paper addresses this gap. The country’s dominant discourse
around “stable and lasting peace” starkly contrasts with these youths’ conceptions of peace
and violence. Their daily experiences of interpersonal physical and symbolic violence within
their families and communities lead them to continue seeing violence as a legitimate mean
of interaction. Feeling rejected by the rest of society, they reject any form of civic
engagement in turn. Rather, they opt for getting involved in the micro-traffic business and
joining urban gangs, contributing to perpetuating some of the most pressing threats to
peace in Colombia.
Giving voice to the narratives of these ‘other’ youths, that are not captured by the dominant
media discourse, this paper theoretically frames them within broader dynamics of exclusion,
inclusion and social marginalisation in post-conflict societies. It shows how the
marginalisation they are subject to bears resemblances with to the ‘social cleansing’
practices typical of the Colombian conflict. In conclusion, it suggests possible ways to tackle
marginalisation based on intersectionality and transformative justice theories.

Friction: Justice, Gender and Land in the Colombian Peace Process
Donny Meertens
In this paper I will analyze the return to the land of peasant women in the Colombian
Caribbean coast, in the context of the transitional justice process under the 2011 Victim´s
and Land Restitution Law and the promise of land reform in the 2016 Peace Accords. I will
use three, gendered (analytical and methodological) lenses: that of historical memory work
on dispossession and exclusion; that of ethnography on return and restitution, and an
adaptation of Anna Tsing´s (2005) concept of friction for the connections and contradictions
among a global model of justice, the local gender order and women´s aspirations to build a
new life project in a more inclusive rural society.
Speaking for ‘the victims:’ Maximalist intransigence and (de) constructing hierarchies in
transitional justice
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Roxanne Krystalli and Kimberly Theidon
“The victims voted Yes.” This was the recurrent narrative in Colombia a day after the
plebiscite in which the Colombian public narrowly rejected peace accords that would have
ended a 52-year civil war. The concept of a readily identifiable victim of violence is central to
theories of transitional justice. Yet, not all victims are created equal. Victimhood is not a
mere description of having suffered harm, but also a political status and site of power and
contestation during transitions from violence. Following the October 2016 plebiscite that
rejected the peace agreements, numerous actors wielded the mantle of representing ‘the
victims’ to justify their positions, ranging from supporting the peace agreement because
“victims voted Yes” to rejecting it because the perceived impunity in the deal does not “do
justice to the victims.” In this paper, we draw on qualitative research in Colombia to
ask: How do hierarchies of victimhood emerge in the aftermath of violence? What narrative
obligations do these hierarchies create and how do the state, human rights actors, and
conflict-affected individuals themselves shape narratives of victimhood in the-time-of-notwar-not-peace? Through this inquiry, we highlight the power and salience of victim claims
during transitions from violence, while also drawing attention to theperformances that
conflict-affected individuals have to produce for their experiences of harm to be deemed
worthy of victim status.
Translating the Peace Process: From Policy to Society in Colombia’s Transitional Geopolitical
Conjuncture
Gwen Burnyeat
On 2nd October 2016, 50.2% of Colombian voters said ‘No’ to the first Havana Peace Accord
between the government and FARC, and 63% of the electorate abstained. The question on
tongues around the world was, why would a country say No to peace? A common postreferendum criticism in Colombia was that there was insufficient 'peace pedagogy'; a term
referring to a range of efforts by government and civil society to inform ordinary Colombians
about the peace process. In other words, the 'translation' of the idea of the peace process
from policy legalese to multiple cultural audiences. This research will seek to question how
the idea of communicating the peace process became lodged into the narratives of diverse
groups across the country; how Colombians in different regions 'translate' this macropolitical event into something meaningful for their daily lives; and how this 'translation'
engaged with historical narratives of the conflict which differ from region to region.
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Panel 3 – Refugees Welcome? The politics of hospitality and care in Turkey and Europe
Conveners: Hilal alkan and Hatice Pinar Senoguz
Description: This panel aims to critically explore the welcoming responses refugees, fleeing
from violent conflicts in their own countries, receive from the members of the host societies
upon immigration to Europe, including Turkey. These responses are not solely determined
by government policies regarding migration, border control and inclusion; yet they are
always in dialogue with them. However, it is still possible to identify grassroots efforts to
smoothen the transition of refugees and provide them with vital assistance and aid; as well
as tensions in local communities while receiving the refugees.
Drawing on Derrida's notion of hospitality as an inherently conflictual relation, we argue
against an understanding of hospitality as an ethical comparative tool (i.e. more welcoming
vs. less welcoming), and rather want to emphasize a conflicted politics of gift and exchange,
solidarity and hostility, beyond the binary nature of guest-host relationship. This approach
provides tools that allow us to situate the refugees and the locals at the same level, and
reveal the workings of power, inequality, indebtedness and patronage as well as care and
discipline in every encounter. All these intricate and intimate aspects of welcoming refugees
have unforeseeably drastic effects on the questions of inclusion and exclusion, both in the
present and in the future of the host countries.
Contents:
1. Mechanisms of hospitality in Turkey – Didem Daniş
2. A Solidarity Movement for Refugees in Athens, Greece: bringing the self to the other
– Aikaterini Glyniadaki
3. Italian welcoming policies paradox: institutions and people facing to “refugees crisis”
– Rosa Parisi
4. Open hearts, open doors? Solidarity with migrants and inter-faith relations in a
Parisian Roman Catholic Parish – Alexis Artaud de la Ferrière

Mechanisms of hospitality in Turkey
Didem Danış
Turkey is the largest refugee receiving country since the arrival of Syrians, and it is
particularly the cities, either the ones on the border zones or big metropolises like Istanbul
where the refugees are visible in every sense. Regarding the refugee reception, despite the
weakness of legal status, state plays the most important role in providing main services.
Increasingly NGOs and local initiatives are also participating to provide humanitarian
assistance for the Syrian refugees. In this paper, I aim to analyze the mechanism of
hospitality in Istanbul, based on fieldwork conducted in certain peripheral districts where
local population is mostly politically conservative and economically underprivileged. The
objective is to question the workings of power and inequality among civil initiatives while
considering the role of their political proximity (or distance) to the local and central
authorities. The two main focus while analyzing these mechanisms will be informality and
professionalization, as two dimensions that may seem contradictory but essential for the
functioning of these local refugee reception initiatives.
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A Solidarity Movement for Refugees in Athens, Greece: bringing the self to the other
Aikaterini Glyniadaki
The governments are not listening to the silent majority of welcoming citizens who take the
refugee crisis personally,” the Amnesty International Secretary General said 1. Scholarly
research has also focused on the recent rise of the far right groups and ideologies in Europe,
but has overlooked the positive social responses to the current refugee crisis. In Greece, the
primary point of arrival of refugees in Europe, and a country in very deep economic
recession, a lot is written about the popularity of Golden Dawn and its xenophobic rhetoric
and action, overlooking however some local responses of remarkable significance. This study
looks at one such local response, the Solidarity Movement for Refugees and Migrants at the
historic Athenian neighborhood of Exarchia. Despite receiving small donations from
individual citizens only, and despite involving illegal aspects like squats of abandoned
buildings, this initiative manages to host and feed daily nearly 2000 refugees and migrants,
one third of whom children. Through months of participant observation and by conducting
qualitative interviews, this study aims to answer the following questions: What motivates
the individuals involved in such an altruistic and challenging undertaking? How do the
solidarity members position themselves in relation to the refugees they care for? And, how
do they interpret their actions in relation to the common good? Ultimately, what is the type
of society they visualize and strive towards?
Italian welcoming policies paradox: institutions and people facing to “refugees crisis”
Rosa Parisi
Nowaday international migration regime, has transformed Italy from “transit land” to
“imprisonment land”, in which thepoor migrants and refugee was trasformed in new
"European prisoners” and Italy has become the gendarme of Schengen area.
In February 2017, the Italian Government approved two new laws (one on “urban security”
and the other on the “contrast illegal immigration”) which are expression of sicuritarian
logic, that consist in the criminalization and segregation of asylum seekers in CPR
(repatriation Centers) and in expulsion of poor migrants from the urban environment and
downtown.
Italian Government, on one side it produce a rhetoric of the "duty of sea rescue", on the
other side produce a change in migration governance from securitarian regime to a police
and militarized one, epitomized in the new “hotspots and CPR regime”. Meanwhile, society
responds with a strong social alarmism that has led to the emergence of a series of antiimmigrant movements. At the same time, in many cities, like Rome or Ventimiglia, have
arisen "local movements" engaged in the reception of migrants and in contestation of
rebordering policy and of the Italian Agreements with Libya and Turkey for locking migrants
out of Europe.
Starting from the analysis of government policies and of the conflict between pro and anti
immigrants movements in Rome, the paper aims to explore the Italian paradox of welcoming
system. It focuses on one side on the inclusion / exclusion dynamic connected to the
construction of local community based on foreclosing solidarity, and on the other side on

1See

https://www.amnesty.org/en/latest/news/2016/05/refugees-welcome-index-shows-governmentrefugee-policies-out-of-touch/, retrieved 02/03/2017
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the way wich government policies produce a selective mobility and widespread
imprisonment regime.

Open hearts, open doors? Solidarity with migrants and inter-faith relations in a Parisian
Roman Catholic Parish
Alexis Artaud de La Ferrière
For many people, religion is a central point of concern within the context of the
contemporary European migration crisis. This concern is of course directed at the migrants
themselves. What is the religious faith of those arriving in Europe? How will their religious
faith affect their ability to integrate into European societies? But the migration crisis has also
raised probing questions about the religious faith of many Europeans, most prominently
within the Roman Catholic Church under the leadership of Pope Francis. What stance, and
what actions, should Catholics adopt towards migrants?
This presentation focuses on how these questions emerge within a Roman Catholic parish in
northern Paris: Saint Bernard de la Chapelle, which is actively engaged in the support of
(principally Muslim) asylum seekers. Based on two years of participatory
ethnographic research, my aim is to present how the lived reality of migration has impacted
on the parish community, its religious discourse, and how migration has become a point of
mediation and tension between the parish and local civil society and local government. In
particular, the paper analyses the relationship between the local perceptions and
experiences of migration and the macroscopic context of the European migration crisis.
Drawing on Luc Boltanski’s theoretical framework of regimes of action, I consider the
relationship between political discourse and local action, and between secular and religiousbased views on justice, solidarity, and diversity.
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Panel 4 – The making of war veterans: Analyzing the construction of a (post)war category
Conveners: Nikkie Wiegink and Ralph Sprenkels
Discussant: Birgitte Refslund Sorensen
Description: In this panel we aim to analyze the processes by which the status of war
veteran is constructed, negotiated and contested. Contrary to what DDR literature envisions,
former combatants occupy particular socio-political positions in postwar states; they may be
privileged and receive benefits (e.g. pensions, allowances), be vilified as enemies, or
something in between. The creation of veterans as an identity category is relevant for
shaping political hierarchies, inclusion, allegiances and (renewed) animosities. Yet little
comparative and theoretical reflection exists on the ‘making’ (or unmaking) of war veterans.
In this panel we explore “war veteranship” as a constructed relationship between the state
(or state-like institutions) and former fighters, a relationship that is concerned with granting
value to previous wartime participation and that involves (the denial of) rights and privileges
as well as a process of identity construction.
Contents:
1. Veteran networks across a lifetime: a comparison of Vietnam veterans, former M-19
guerrillas and PLAN ex-fighters – Johanna Söderström
2. The Syrian Civil War and the Possibility of Citizenship Claims for Afghan Refugees in
Iran – Ahmad Moradi
3. Rethinking Trauma: Contemporary wars and military mental health in Argentina –
Eva van Roekel
4. The good, the bad and the awkward: the making of war veterans in postindependence Mozambique – Nikkie Wiegink
5. War veterans and contentious political action in post-war El Salvador – Ralph
Sprenkels
6. Beyond Counterinsurgency: Rural militias, civic governance, and contested
citizenship during the Peruvian civil war – Mario A. Fumerton
7. The unmaking of the ex-combatant: Efforts of Burundian former fighters to shed
their ex-combatant identity – Gudrun Sif Fridriksdottir
8. Accepting the reality of being a former fighter: when is it better to build on the
identity of “ex-combatant” rather than putting it in the past? – Walt Kilroy
9. Cursed Soldiers — Polish veterans and national heroes in-process – Dariusz Nikiel

Session 1
Veteran networks across a lifetime: a comparison of Vietnam veterans, former M-19
guerrillas and PLAN ex-fighters
Johanna Söderström
The returning veteran is often celebrated, yet tragic life stories infuse our ideas of who the
veteran is and their life after coming home. In contrast, the idea of the ex-combatant as a
rather a-political and a-moral character, which provides a threat to society, tends to infuse
our ideas of combatants returning home after war in the Global South. This paper uses life
history interviews with veterans and former combatants from three very different wars to
explore the experience of coming home, and how the veteran network supports and shapes
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their political identity after disarming. The three cases are former M-19 guerrillas in
Colombia, Vietnam veterans in the US and former PLAN fighters in Namibia. The paper
brings out similarities in the challenges and opportunities for political mobilization more
broadly for former combatants after disarmament as a global phenomenon. As such, the
paper helps us understand how the network sustains the veteran identity.

The Syrian Civil War and the Possibility of Citizenship Claims for Afghan Refugees in Iran
Ahmad Moradi
As the Syrian civil war is turning to its fifth year, the growing presence of foreign powers
such as Russia, Iran, Saudi Arabia just to mention a few, becomes more and more
prominent. The transnation- alization of internal conflicts poses a pressing question on how
this civil war model creates fighters who do not fit neatly into one national border. Whereby
the cross-border loyalties of the fighters, their motives and belongings upset the wellestablished relation between citizen-soldiers and the state. Drawing on fourteen months of
fieldwork with afghan refugees in Iran, in this paper I will ethno- graphically explore the
recruitment processes and involvement of afghan fighters in the Syrian War. Known as
Haram Defenders (Modafea’an Haram), the afghan fighters are considered as the volunteer
militia that is dispatched to Syria under the auspicious of the Iranian Revolutionary Guards
Quds corps. The presence of the militia is purportedly justified with the necessity to protect
the holy shi’a shrine in Syria against the destructive forces of Islamic State of Iraq and the
Levant (ISIS). Although there is no official statistics on the number of afghan haram
defenders, the Iranian officials claim that afghans have formed a troop (Fatemioun), joined
by thousands of fighters over the past five years. The promise of the Iranian regime to grant
citizenship to Afghan fighters and their families has played a major role in such mass
recruitment. In this context, the Syrian war has seemingly provided a rare chance for the
Afghan refugees to be recognized as Iranian citizens, a status that they have been ex- cluded
from since their migration to Iran in 1980s. By examining the ways in which Afghan fighters
and their families negotiate their social status and contest the boundaries of citizenship, I
will discuss how the Syrian war has acted as a means of inclusion and exclusion for foreign
fighters, and how their bodies have become sites of negotiation for potential citizenship
claims.

Rethinking Trauma: Contemporary wars and military mental health in Argentina
Eva van Roekel
The political and medical category of the ‘traumatized veteran’ emerged during World War I
in Europe. Despite growing criticism on the cross-cultural validity of trauma, the traumatized
veteran is still a major socio-military concern in many countries. Yet warfare transforms and
new understandings of military distress are emerging. Contemporary peacekeeping
operations (PKOs) for instance are less focused on combat and involve humanitarian
assistance, which have produced additional mental illnesses. Psychological studies on
peacekeeping now argue that Peacekeeper’s Stress-Syndrome implies feelings of
vulnerability, boredom and humiliation about being confronted with atrocities and being
unable to respond.
In this paper I want to reflect on how veterans construct, negotiate and contest these old
and new categories of veterans’ mental health. Analytically it looks at military mental health
as a moral field of social contestation between civilian and military values in a transnational
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and historical context. Based on previous ethnographic research with Argentine veterans
that participated in internal warfare in the 1970s and future research among younger
Argentine veterans that have participated in PKOs worldwide, I want make a start in
analyzing shifting military contestations and adaptations of the traumatized veteran. By
examining how veterans from different generations and different wars reconfigure local and
international therapeutic discourses and treatments, this paper takes up several empirical
implications of the ‘making and unmaking’ of the traumatized veteran from the perspective
of those that produce war. This focus on the socio-historical processes of military mental
health will be a start to rethink medical veteran-categories over time.
Session 2
The good, the bad and the awkward: the making of war veterans in post-independence
Mozambique
Nikkie Wiegink
This paper traces the emergence of three categories of war veterans in post-independence
Mozambique: former liberation fighters, former soldiers of the armed forces and former
Renamo combatants. Drawing on ethnographic research conducted during different periods
between 2008 and 2017, the paper follows the emergence and transformations of these
categories through memory politics, bureaucratic practices (e.g. of the UN mission, the
Ministry of the Combatant) and veterans’ politics and associations. The paper reveals how
the construction, negotiation and contestation of these categories are interrelated
processes that reflect political processes of selective inclusion and exclusion, resulting in
rendering some war veterans as “worthy” of privileged state resources (e.g. pensions) and
others as enemies of the state, while again others occupy an in-between position. How are
the moral claims on state benefits constructed and changed over the course of time? How
are veterans’ issues used in the politics of distribution and the creation of political
hierarchies? And, considering Renamo’s return to armed struggle in 2013, what is the role of
former combatants’ potential for violent action in post-war veteran politics? By analyzing
the particular political positions that former combatants may come to occupy vis-à-vis the
state as well as within the state, the paper problematizes an assumption often made in DDR
literature and programming suggesting that former combatants can and will become “as
everyone else.”

War veterans and contentious political action in post-war El Salvador
Ralph Sprenkels
After peace agreements put an end to the Salvadoran civil war in 1992, different war
veterans’ associations emerged, representing the interests of veterans from both sides of
the conflict. As post-war transition advanced, former guerrilla fighters and former soldiers
sometimes presented common demands, bridging wartime divides. Other times, they
mobilized around partisan agendas and in opposition to their former wartime enemies. In
this paper, I analyze two and a half decades of veterans’ organizing in El Salvador by focusing
on cycles of contentious actions around veterans’ demands, including different forms of
advocacy, public protest, and occasional violent mobilization. I argue that the veterans’
political capital and contentious repertoires inherited from the war helped consolidate war
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veterans’ associations as important political actors, eventually also generating state
responses to veterans’ collective demands. By presenting themselves as torchbearers for the
alleged gains of the war, veteran organizations also have held a strong stake in attempts to
legitimize or delegitimize the post-war political ascendancy of both former military leaders
and former rebel leaders. In recent years, veterans’ associations furthermore benefited
strategically from government attempts to service poorer sub-sectors of society. However,
the financial overstretching of the government has undermined its capacity to make good on
its promises, which in turn has fueled a new cycle of veterans’ protests in 2017.

Beyond Counterinsurgency: Rural militias, civic governance, and contested citizenship during
the Peruvian civil war
Mario A. Fumerton
In much of the academic literature on contemporary militias, the focus is typically on their
destructive anti-rebel character. By contrast, the perspective of militias as agents of local
governance, social reconstruction, and positive transformations is one that until now is
under-researched. In this paper I will explore a case that indicates a deviation from the
norm in militia studies. The puzzle I wish to explore is how peasant militias in Ayacucho
Department, Peru, although initially formed for the purpose of violently opposing Shining
Path rebels, nevertheless came to play a key part in governing and rebuilding their
communities, especially during the long transition from civil war to a post-conflict society.
The broader argument I propose is that Ayacucho’s peasant militias were not simply a
destructive force in society. Instead, they became an important institutional agent for
building and redefining citizenship in a country where, for centuries, prejudiced attitudes
and behaviours rooted within deeply entrenched racism served to marginalise or exclude
the nation’s monolingual Quechua-speaking rural inhabitants from many benefits of
citizenship.

Session 3
The unmaking of the ex-combatant: Efforts of Burundian former fighters to shed their excombatant identity
Gudrun Sif Fridriksdottir
Following disarmament and demobilisation, ex-combatants are faced with the task of
reintegration, here defined as the construction of a new identity. The responsibility for
reintegration seems to lie mainly on the shoulders of the ex-combatants themselves. My
interlocuters, Burundian ex-combatants, all spoke of this reintegration phase as something
that took a long time and a lot of effort on their part. The unmaking of the ex-combatant
identity was also not so much in their own hands as it was in the hands of the communities
they moved back to. It seems relatively easy to play with parts of identity such as name and
age, which was used by some of my interlocuters to start new lives where they were not
known. But when moving back to familiar communities other tactics were needed. In order
to shed the combatant identity, the ex-combatants needed to construct an image of
themselves not only as non-threatening, but as individuals that were contributing to the
community. The methods used were being visible in their neighbourhoods, volunteering and
doing community work. Many also made efforts to distinguish themselves from other ex24

combatants, thereby contributing to the dominant discourse of ex-combatants being a
threat to peace but claiming that they themselves were different. This reintegration process
can be partial and incomplete and has the potential to be reversible with changing
situations.

Accepting the reality of being a former fighter: when is it better to build on the identity of
“ex-combatant” rather than putting it in the past?
Walt Kilroy
While Western societies have a recognised and sometimes privileged position for war
veterans, societies with external peacebuilding actors often have a more complicated
relationship with former fighters. Most programmes for reintegration of ex-combatants
focus on breaking the command structure and helping to forge a new identity for those who
took part in the conflict. This is understandable, given the dangers of remobilisation and of
war resuming. It can also be appropriate in many cases, where people are ready to move on.
But for some, the identity of “veteran” and the networks among former fighters may have
positive benefits, and could even help them to find a livelihood and a place in post-war
society. The networks can act as a form of social capital, which provide support, especially
for those suffering the effects of trauma, who face stigma, or who struggle to survive
economically. This study draws on data from Liberia and Sierra Leone to explore the
importance of this support. The realities, and the way ex-combatants sometimes work
together, highlight the complex and open-ended nature of social reintegration.
Cursed Soldiers — polish veterans and national heroes in-process
Dariusz Nikiel
Since 2014, the members of the post-war anti-communist resistance movement have been
included in the Corps of Veterans of Battles for the Independence of the Republic of Poland.
However, in the past their status kept changing according to the political situation. During
the post-war period and at the time of the People’s Republic of Poland, they were perceived
as enemies of the state. After the breakthrough of 1989 a series of social and political events
attracted the attention of a wider audience to this group, whose members now became
national heroes and were given the name of the Cursed Soldiers. Nowadays, we can observe
legal actions resulting in multiple privileges – e.g. financial (pensions) or honorary (military
ranks). The aim of the lecture is to present the political and legal changes that led to
establishing the status of members of the resistance movement as veterans of the Republic
of Poland. Another aim is to present the processes of symbolisation of this group. The
comparison of the two contexts of law and symbolism will allow us to reflect on how these
two categories diffuse and create the contemporary situation of the veteran, a Cursed
Soldier, in the spheres of social imagination and common existence. They create not only the
visions of the past but e.g. prototype ethos for the Polish armed forces (the use of the
metaphor of a “relay” of national protectors). As proven by the example of this group, status
of a veteran is not a static fact, but always a political and cultural process, including social
conflicts and battles over memory.
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Panel 5 – Security Provision and Citizenship: Privatization, Pluralization and Differentiation
Conveners: Lior Volinz and Carolina M. Frossard
Description: A plethora of private and public security actors are increasingly involved in
fulfilling security roles that were once perceived as belonging to the exclusive domain of the
state police and military forces. This involvement takes a number of shapes: the outsourcing
of policing services to private companies; partnerships between governments and military
contractors, the pluralization of security to a growing number of state actors, and the selfresponsibilization of citizens turned neighbourhood watchmen, or even vigilantes. These
development entail not only the formation of new relations between public and private
security providers, but also new relations and interfaces between security providers and
different citizens.
Contents:
1. Shadow Soldiering: Shifting Constellations and Permeable Boundaries in “Private”
Security Contracting – Maya Mynster Christensen
2. Crafting the State through Security Privatization: Territorialization as a Public-Private
State Project in East Jerusalem – Lior Volinz
3. Palestinian experiences of security assemblages and geographies of incarceration –
Wassim Ghantous
4. Plural security and its citizen-clients: insights from Recife’s South Zone – Carolina M.
Frossard
5. Armed with a camera – Thijs Jeursen
6. Recruitment of Guards for Provision of Security in Lagos Metropolis, Nigeria –
Akeem Ayofe Akinwale

Session 1
Shadow Soldiering: Shifting Constellations and Permeable Boundaries in “Private” Security
Contracting
Maya Mynster Christensen
In 2009, a British private security company teamed up with the Sierra Leone government to
recruit Sierra Leonean “ex-servicemen” for armed security work at American military bases
in Iraq. Based on 19 months of ethnographic fieldwork this paper explores the kinds of
ambiguities and entanglements that give shape to the ways in which Sierra Leonean exsoldiers and ex-militias engage in private security contracting in Iraq. The central question
pursued is how ex-soldiers and ex-militias maneuver and negotiate the tensions between
the public and the private, and between the visible and invisible in a context where
processes of demobilization and reintegration co-exist with militarized re-mobilization. To
explore these tensions, the notion of “shadow soldiering” is invoked. This notion contributes
to the field of private security studies by challenging the purity of categories and by
reassessing distinctions between different modalities of soldiering and of security provision.
When tracing the trajectories of Sierra Leonean ex-soldiers and ex-militias, it becomes clear
that the practices and processes that facilitate private security provision from below cannot
be fully understood by focusing on the isolated sphere of private security. Rather, the paper
argues, focus must be directed towards the movement between shifting constellations of
shadow soldiering.
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Crafting the State through Security Privatization: Territorialization as a Public-Private State
Project in East Jerusalem
Lior Volinz
This paper suggests that the privatization of security provision can reinforce, rather than
erode, the state, by contributing to state actors’ capacity to pursue the territorialization of
areas beyond the full grasp of the state. Exploring the outsourced security provision at
Jewish-Israeli settlement compounds in East Jerusalem, I attend to a local and reterritorialized Public-Private security assemblage which performs Israeli sovereignty in an
occupied territory. In examining the relations formed between state and non-state security
actors within an emerging local and urban assemblage, I suggest that state authority and
responsibility can be diffused into multiple nodes of private authority in the operation,
performance, and supervision of security and violence – while at the same time keeping the
state monopoly over violence intact. I identify three modes through which state actors, in
Israel/Palestine and elsewhere, are able to harness security privatization to differentially
distribute (in)security - through evading personal and collective accountability to
wrongdoings by security personnel, through the redistribution of (in)security as a matter of
policy while deflecting legal scrutiny, and by averting local and international political
pressure through the distancing of the state from a politically controversial project. I
conclude by exploring the possibilities of resistance and negotiation by (non)citizens to the
unequal provision of (in)security through both practices and discourse.

Palestinian experiences of security assemblages and geographies of incarceration
Wassim Ghantous
Since the early 1990s and up to date, Israeli strategies, technologies and architectures of
control over the occupied Palestinian territory (oPt) have been undergoing shifts in the logic
informing this settler-colonial project and its practices (Gordon, 2010). In this process of
reorganization of Israeli power over the oPt, and mainly after the Oslo Accords (1994),
Palestinians became subjected to an array of diffused and pluralized security assemblages by
which public and private (both Israeli and Palestinian) security actors orchestrate control
and security provisions in and around Palestinian villages and cities, while simultaneously
accompanied by physical architectures of separation such as checkpoints, barriers, the Wall,
settlers only roads etc., creating an everyday hyper-securitized and carceral geographies for
Palestinians (Hammami, 2015). In my Phd project, I aim to understand how Palestinians
experience the interplay between these security assemblages and architectures imposed on
and around them, in three areas in the occupied West Bank: checkpoints situated along the
separation Wall, before entry into Israel; Palestinian villages surrounded by settlements; and
Palestinians in Areas A (under Palestinian restricted autonomy). Having just completed the
initial phase of field work in the first two areas (checkpoints and villages surrounded by
settlements), my contribution to this session will draw from this work, and focus on some
aspects of Palestinian experiences of the security assemblages- including the Israeli Army,
Police, Civil Administration, Civilian Security Coordinators in the settlements and their
private squads- as well as the carceral geographies of physical and virtual "borders", around
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Palestinian villages surrounded by settlements, placing settler-colonial objectives of land
appropriation and elimination of natives at the centre of this analysis.

Session 2
Plural security and its citizen-clients: insights from Recife’s South Zone
Carolina M. Frossard
This paper engages the pluralization of urban security in relation to ideas and experiences of
citizenship, through a rapidly changing neighborhood in the South Zone of Recife,
Northeastern Brazil. As the privately developed commercial high- rises flourish in the area,
so do the mechanisms to keep it safe for new business, residents and temporary users.
Drawing from eleven months of ethnographic fieldwork, I explore how military policemen
and private security guards negotiate their roles in relation to clients, and citizens –
categories that, in the context, can be used interchangeably to refer to who should be, and
feel, secured. Here, I show that, even though practices of security differ along the lines of
“state”, and “non-state”, they enact converging ideas of the “good citizen”. This coherence
regarding the citizen-client, I argue, works to structure public-private assemblages of
security composed of state and non-state actors.

Armed with a camera
Thijs Jeursen
This paper looks into the widespread use and relevance of mobile cameras in interactions
between police officers and local residents in the context of Miami, US. Both are increasingly
encouraged or even forced to use mobile phones or body-cameras to capture interactions,
primarily because the recording could be used as evidence for legal purposes. Sometimes
legal empowerment and visibility connect, for example when incidents are prevented,
behavior is changed ,and offenders of the law are prosecuted because of a video or an
image. On the other hand, there have been numerous instances in which perpetrators of
police violence have not been convicted, leaving disillusioned victims with feelings of
injustice and emotional distress. In my argument, I shift away from the dominant belief that
cameras necessarily empower people, prominent in security or surveillance studies. Based
on eleven months of qualitative fieldwork in Miami, including participant-observation of
police patrols in the city, Iargue that by strengthening existing and formulating new
entanglements of legality and the visual in the context of security, cameras have contributed
to the creation of what I call a ‘legal gaze’. The legal gaze is created through an individualized
imagination of what is, and what should be defined as, legal and illegal. Using different
vignettes of encounters between police officers and Miami residents, I point out that making
visible does not necessarily come with control over how arecording is interpreted, and how
those in front of the camera are seen by others, what they represent. The contradiction here
is that the instrument often used to uncover violence and crime, the mobile camera, overexposes the role of individuals and under-exposes the importance of structural causes.
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Recruitment of Guards for Provision of Security in Lagos Metropolis, Nigeria
Akeem Ayofe Akinwale
Residents and organisations are highly vulnerable to threats and attacks due to astronomical
increase in the rate of urbanisation and deficits in the state policing system in Lagos
metropolis, Nigeria. In the light of this situation, many individuals, communities and
corporate bodies now patronize non-state security organisations to ensure security of lives
and properties. Yet, there is inadequate information on the operations of the non-state
security system in Nigeria. Therefore, this article examines recruitment of guards for
provision of security in Lagos metropolis, Nigeria. The article is based on the theories of risk
society and peace ecology. Data used for this article were obtained from archival materials,
participant observation among residents’ associations, in-depth interviews with security
guards, and focus group discussions among residents in gated communities around Lagos
metropolis. The findings reveal that most communities in Lagos metropolis have recruited
security guards from non-state security organisations for provision of security. The residents
in Lagos metropolis have expressed their consciousness of security in terms of payment of
security levy and discussions of security matter during residents’ associations’ meetings. The
use of vigilante or members of the Odua People’s Congress has become common in volatile
areas in Lagos state. The recruitment of security guards has been sustained through
collaboration between residents’ associations and the divisional police officers. The findings
show the need for a holistic approach to provision of security for residents in Lagos state,
Nigeria.
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Panel 6 – Extra-Judicial Killings in a post-Human Rights era
Conveners: Jacob Rasmussen and Naomi van Stapele
Description: The last couple of years have seen an upsurge in extra-judicial killings by the
state worldwide, ranging from President Duterte’s politically instigated and systematic
execution of drug dealers in the Philippines to police killings of Afro-Americans in the United
States. The current rise of extra-judicial killings coincides with an increased global scepticism
and critique of human rights and a proliferation of authoritarian leadership. These worrying
developments call for in-depth investigations of these phenomena and of their (potential)
relationships.
Extra-judicial killings, and the concomitant impunity of the perpetrators, play out differently
across the world and engages the state in a variety of ways. Despite these variations,
however, this phenomenon lays bare the differentiated values that are attributed to
differently inscribed (human) bodies in a given society. As such, the dynamics underlying
extra-judicial killings give expressions to historical inequalities and structurally reproduced
racial, ethnic, class, gender (etc.) relationships. Accordingly, such killings raise questions of
who decides who belongs to the nation and who doesn’t, for instance by bestowing the
bodies of those deemed unfitting with guilt and responsibility, and ultimately through the
practice of killing them.
Furthermore, extra-judicial killings are tightly connected to issues of raw power and the will
to use unconstraint force. This stands in stark contrast to the humanistic ideals of the
individual right to life and responsibility to give meaning to one’s life. At the same time,
popular narratives that seek to legitimise such killings are moving away from a human rights
discourse, while (implicitly or explicitly) criticising its universal application in situations of an
imagined threat.
Contents:
1. Extra-Judicial Killings and the Production of Morality in the Philippines – Kaloy
Anasarias, Steffen Jensen and Anna Bræmer Warburg
2. The Right to Life in the City: Extrajudicial killings, 'Slum' research and the making of
Nairobi – Peris Jones (and Wangui Kimari)
3. The politics of death in Kenya: extrajudicial killings of Kikuyu youth – Jacob
Rasmussen
4. State abductions and custodial disappearances in times of conflict: Exploring the
everyday life of a ‘missing person’s’ file – Atreyee Sen
5. How the international human rights legal regime is relevant for Grassroots human
rights defenders in their strategies to fight Extra-Judicial Killings (EJK) – Marie Becher
6. Police Killings, Human Rights and the Politics of Belonging in Kenya – Naomi van
Stapele and Kinuthia Mwangi

Session 1
Extra-Judicial Killings and the Production of Morality in the Philippines
Kaloy Anasarias, Steffen Jensen, and Anna Bræmer Warburg
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This paper explores the blurred boundaries of order-making and the production of morality
in the ‘war on drugs’ declared by President Duterte in the Philippines. Taking its empirical
point of departure in fieldwork conducted in Bagong Silang, a slum area in Northern Manila
exposed to extra-judicial killings, it illuminates the perspective of the ordering institutions
and the dynamics of policing practices in a highly politicized atmosphere. Analyzing
narratives employed by a multiplicity of actors, from state to street level, this paper argues
that a climate of fear and impunity has been instilled in the ‘war on drugs’ as an ordermaking mechanism and, as such, shapes perceptions of security as well as the production of
new social and moral norms, where law becomes subsidiary to order. In this process, a new
vernacular on human rights has emerged in which basic rights are deprived from those
suspected of drug involvement, essentially excluding them from the rule of law, and thus,
legitimizing violence and extra-judicial killings as crime control and as methods of enforcing
order, raising questions of how those who are implicated as 'addik' survive.

The Right to Life in the City: Extrajudicial killings, 'Slum' research and the making of Nairobi
Peris Jones (co-author: Wangui Kimari)
Extrajudicial killings by the police have become normalized in the 'slums' of Nairobi, and, as a
consequence, they are chronically under-reported and under-investigated. Since 2015
Mathare Social Justice Centre (MSJC) has been engaging in participatory documentation of
these executions by the police. This grounded knowledge produced by 'slum' residents
becomes not just a register of a human rights violation, but also recognition of their
presence and legitimacy in the city even as they are denied the most basic services. Our
paper argues that by making extrajudicial killings visible and asserting their right to life in
Nairobi, these residents critique the non-grassroots focus of larger civil society
organizations, the overly bureaucratic methodology central to human rights documentation,
and, more structurally, the grave penalization of poverty in Kenya. Through these actions
they highlight the broader urban logics that (violently) produce the city.

The politics of death in Kenya: extrajudicial killings of Kikuyu youth
Jacob Rasmussen
Between 2007 and 2009, close to 2000 members of the illegal Mungiki movement became
victims to extra-judicial disappearances and killings by secret police units. The UN Special
Rapporteur on extra-judicial killings has criticized the conduct of the Kenyan police and the
use of death squads in strong terms. At the same time, the popular perception of the
Mungiki movement in Kenya was of a violent and brutal vigilante movement. Members of
the Mungiki movement see themselves as victims of unjust and politicized killings of an
illegitimate regime, whereas the state claims legitimacy through its display of power and
attempt at creating order. This paper investigates the different meanings ascribed to the
dead bodies of the Mungiki members. Reading the different meanings ascribed the dead
Mungiki bodies the paper unfolds historical differences within the Kikuyu community. The
ambiguities guarding dead bodies and the contests over the meanings inscribed on them
make them effective symbolic instruments for political ends and for struggles over political
legitimacy. The analysis of the Mungiki members’ violent deaths reveals how contests over
which meanings to ascribe to the corpses becomes a contest of inclusion and exclusion - of
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remembering or forgetting– across the political and social divisions within Kikuyu society.
The paper is based on ongoing ethnographic fieldwork on the Mungiki movement between
2008 and 2013.

Session 2
State abductions and custodial disappearances in times of conflict: Exploring the everyday
life of a ‘missing person’s’ file
Atreyee Sen
The anthropology of violence often highlights the vital role of collective resistance by
mothers who have lost their children to state atrocities. In the context of South Asia, for
example, de Alwis (2008) eloquently brings forward a debate about the authenticity of
maternal grief through the lens of the Mother’s Front, comprising of women protesting the
illegal abduction of young men during the civil war in Sri Lanka. My paper attempts to make
a contribution towards this emerging anthropological literature on death, disappearances
and conflict. I analyse the ‘extraordinary memories’ of ordinary women who encounter the
fallout of state kidnappings, custodial death and disappearances, and the sudden absence of
politicized youth that often characterize regions marked by anti-state guerilla movements. I
trace the life of a police file -- a missing persons complaint registered by 85-year-old Shanta,
whose 14-year-old son disappeared in Calcutta, a city in eastern India, in 1974. The young
son, Mahesh, was then a sympathizer of a raging Maoist revolutionary uprising in the region,
and was dragged away from his neighbourhood for ‘questioning’ by the city police. Even
though the local officers claimed that Mahesh was released after interrogation, he didn't
return home. This paper shows how the expressive nature of Shanta’s loss was molded (over
the next forty years) by her agonizing and affective relationship with a tattered missing
person’s file; a mere copy of the complaint that was handed to her as legal protocol when
she filed a disappearance report. During the peak of the violent conflict, Shanta, then a
young wife in a low-income household, carried the file to dangerous police outposts and to
the homes of influential families in order to gather scattered information or political gossip
which enabled her to recreate a mental scenario of her son’s brutal death in police custody.
Once convinced that her son was dead, she used the file to facilitate a form of post-conflict
social interrogation: she demanded a legitimate response from state authorities who once
captured and tortured Maoists, and sought explanations from former Maoist revolutionaries
who irresponsibly mobilized vulnerable young students into an armed struggle. In recent
years, chased away from various quarters as a traumatised woman who ‘wouldn't let go of
the past’, widowed Shanta spends her fading years grieving for her son with the file clutched
to her chest. ‘Who has taken my son (amar cheleke ke nilo)?’ remains her question to a
mainstream urban society gradually erasing its history of violence. No one visits Shanta any
more. The paper eventually highlights the limitations of human rights discourses, and
frameworks of trauma, suffering and collective struggle, in narrativising the individual
journeys made by women whose invisible, complex relationships with material entities
related to their loss may have had enormous political significance. Despite their social death,
the informal and fragmented journeys of these women enabled the long-term sustenance of
memories of personal injustice generated during conditions of conflict.
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How the international human rights legal regime is relevant for Grassroots human rights
defenders in their strategies to fight Extra-Judicial Killings (EJK)
Marie Becher (on behalf of PBI Kenya)
The purpose of this research is to investigate whether and how the international human
rights legal regime is relevant for Grassroots human rights defenders in their strategies to
fight Extra-Judicial Killings (EJK).
Peace Brigades International (PBI) is an international peace and human rights organization
supporting human rights defenders at risk that has been working in Mathare slum, Nairobi,
alongside local activists for over 3 years. Grassroots human rights defenders in the slums put
their lives at risk daily in combating EJKs. PBI’s experience, in addition to recent Focus Group
Discussions (FGD) conducted in Mathare, confirm what the UN Special Rapporteur on
Extrajudicial Executions Handbook suggests: the causes of EJKs are multiple and varied.
In FGD local activists identified the following aspects related to EJK: community members
keeping quiet, either out of fear of criminals retaliating or because they resent the police
due to profiling of slum residents; youth unemployment; corruption; uneducated police; lack
of adequate role models for the youth; and a judicial system which is slow and
predominately ineffective. All of these contribute to a context that can not only be tackled
through a human rights based approach. Furthermore, activists reported confusion as to
what exactly constitutes an EJK and the necessary degree of state involvement for its
definition as such. In assigning responsibility for EJK, FGD participants did not indicate
responsibility of the police forces alone. To what extent activists think that the use of human
rights instruments is relevant in limiting the occurrence of EJK and punishing those
responsible is unclear. It appears that they connect a rights-based approach with very
context-specific strategies, such as calling upon the shared responsibility by all actors to
change the situation instead of framing it through the narrower traditional dichotomy
between rights-holders and duty-bearers. PBI’s experiences in combination with additional
research will help inform international human rights organizations on strategies to better
support local activists in a “post human rights world”. With more than three years’
experience working with local activists on topics including EJKs, PBI would bring a unique
perspective to the panel discussion.
Police Killings, Human Rights and the Politics of Belonging in Kenya
Naomi van Stapele & Kinuthia Mwangi
In the last week of March 2017, a video went viral on social media depicting the execution of
two teenage boys by a known policeman in broad daylight and in front of a large crowd of
onlookers in Eastleigh, Nairobi. Only two days later and just a few hundred meters away
from this particular location, the same police officer shot dead three young men who were
only slightly older than the two teenagers. This time it was at night, and only a few people
witnessed the event. The first incident sparked a nationwide debate, including press
briefings by established human rights organizations, whereas the latter received no
attention from outside the neighbourhood but shaped a heated public debate inside for
days. When discussing the second case local residents constantly reflected upon the first,
thus constituting it as a backdrop. This most likely stemmed from the widespread publicity
of the first and the proximities of both cases—in terms of time, space and the hand from
which the bullet came. Taking a closer look at their narratives provides an insight into how
their views on police killings speak to dominant discourses on morality, security and
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citizenship, sometimes in highly unexpected ways. Several legitimised both incidents,
expressing full support of police killings, others differentiated between the two incidents
and remained somewhat undecided on the matter and yet again others fervently opposed
police killings in any case. Strikingly, regardless of their positions nearly all referred to
human rights, yet the way they understood and deployed the idea of human rights
completely diverged. Bringing out these differences and contextualizing them, historically,
politically and socially, sheds light on how the debate on police killings in Kenya shapes and
is shaped by popular notions of who belongs to the neighborhood, to the city and,
ultimately, to the nation, and who doesn't. However, the analysis also shows that such
notions of differentiated citizenship remain highly ephemeral as these intersect with ever
shifting ethnic, class and gender configurations. Above all, a closer look at how the idea of
human rights features in different discourses legitimating systematic police killings of young
and poor men allows for a better understanding of how such rights are affirmed, contested
and acquire new meanings within debates on belonging in Kenya. This raises important
concerns not only on the universal application of human rights but even more profoundly on
the universal understanding of what human rights are. The idea of human rights in Kenya
has become more connected to notions of citizenship (and non-citizenship) than to the state
of being human.
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Panel 7 – Vigilantism and security in development
Conveners: Laurens Bakker and Naomi van Stapele
Description: With the interconnectedness of development and security recognized as a
multi-actor, multi-interest issue, research is increasingly focusing on the roles and impacts of
vigilantism. This panel explores the (possible) interactions between vigilantism and security
issues in relation to development interests, arrangements and actors.
Despite growing recognition that governance is not the preserve of governments in many
post-colonial political landscapes, emphasis in security assistance programs typically remains
upon institutional reform to develop the capacity of states to provide security for their
citizens. Even in instances where the state is not the principle referent for security, it
continues to be considered the primary ‘agent of security’. Hence, 'what already works' on
the ground is largely ignored or related to the domains of illegality and crime. Nevertheless,
the activities of unofficial security groups frequently are condoned or even supported
locally.
Contents:
1. Dealing with gang violence in a Salvadoran town – Chris van der Borgh
2. Survival strategy for development in context of domination of non-state coercive
forces in Nepal – Bishnu Raj Upreti
3. Islamic Vigilantes in Indonesia: From Political Fringe to Political Mainstream? –
Tomáš Petrů
4. Islamic Vigilantism in Post-Authoritarian Indonesia – Abdil Mughis Mudhoffir
5. Vigilantes countering extremism? The securing the local project – Laurens Bakker
6. Soldiers or vigilantes? Of disputable justice on the Polish-Slovak border during the
Second World War and the post-war period – Łukasz Łoziński
7. Gangs, Security Provision and Sustainable Urban Development in Kenya – Naomi van
Stapele
8. Co-production of public security in Benin: neo-traditional hunters as informal
auxiliaries of police forces – Issifou Abou Moumouni

Session1
Dealing with gang violence in a Salvadoran town
Chris van der Borgh
This paper deals with the coping strategies of local residents vis-à-vis the power of streets
gangs in a Salvadoran town. Unlike experiences in other Latin American cities where gangs
have sought to build some legitimacy, the power of Salvadoran street gangs is almost
entirely based on fear and they are mostly deemed illegitimate by local residents. Gangs do,
however, exert a considerable degree of control at local level, using violence, and extorting
businesses and residents. Based on field work in a Salvadoran town, this paper maps the
individual coping strategies of common people that seek to protect their safety. In a
situation of fear and distrust vis-a- vis gangs and of limited trust in governmental law
enforcement agencies, ‘security provisioning’ becomes a highly individual affair. The options
for common people to protect their safety are limited to (a mix forms of) obedience, exit,
and negotiation. The paper analyses the coping strategies employed by local actors during
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different national junctures. It focuses on the period after the announcement of a national
gang truce in March 2012, which lasted a couple of years and was followed by a renewed
war on gangs.
Survival strategy for development in context of domination of non-state coercive forces in
Nepal
Bishnu Raj Upreti
Nepal is undergoing a painful transition after the decade long armed conflict waged by the
radical Maoist party due to difficulties in implementation of provisions of peace agreement,
one of which is 'post-conflict reconstruction and economic development'. In this paper, ten
years of research in Nepal under the 'conflict and development' theme, I will examine the
relationship between development and security. I argue that ensuring security for smooth
implementation of development in the fragile and unstable contexts is complex, contested
and frequently negotiated. Therefore, the success or failure of development intervention in
the unstable context is largely determined by interests, attitude and behavior of key actors;
local political dynamics; the strategy of the international development partners (donors);
ability and independence of security providers and nature and governance and scope of
development itself (who has the stake and who gets benefits, who suffers). The evidences
from Nepal show that when the local political forces use coercive youths (they finally turned
to vigilantes) to extract resources or fulfill their vested interests from the development
programmes and projects, fear from vigilantes grows and community starts recognizing and
accepting it. Consequently, government search for easy option to handover development to
military to prevent from interferences of vigilantes. As a result, it leads to militarization of
development which then alters the mode of interactions between vigilantism, development
and security. Based on the empirical evidences form Nepal, I conclude that emergence and
expansion of vigilantism arise largely from the political patronage, weak development
governance absence of rule of law that negatively affects development and provide ground
for larger unintended negative consequences.

Islamic Vigilantes in Indonesia: From Political Fringe to Political Mainstream?
Tomáš Petrů
Quasi-official political vigilantism is a deeply rooted phenomenon is Indonesia. It has been in
place since as early as the Soekarno era and reached its apex during the Soeharto regime,
when the state usurped the monopoly of power. After the downfall of Soeharto,
liberalization of the political space followed and the state lost the total power grip. As a
result of that, the gangsters-cum-vigilantes known as preman ceased to be agents of state
and have become a power tool of competing interest groups. In recent years, these have
been successful in gaining influence drawing on a new trend among the more sophisticated
entities to affiliate themselves with strongly religious or ethnic identities. This has given
them a degree of legitimacy and a new modus operandi. Thus, Indonesian civil society has
been facing threats from well-organized gangsters in Muslim robes such as the Islamic
Defenders´ Front (FPI) or the ethnic-based Betawi Brotherhood´s Forum (FBR).
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On the other hand, after years of their operating in public space almost uncurbed, the longsilent public attitude has changed for their aggression against minorities has exceeded the
limits and poses a clear threat to Indonesia´s pluralism and religious tolerance. Also, this
shift in attitude might be reflecting on the change among Indonesian leaders, including the
President of Indonesia, Joko Widodo, who intentionally surrounds himself with colleagues
from non-Muslim and even non-pribumi communities, possibly paving a path for a new
trend in Indonesian politics. The question to be resolved therefore is whether this pluralist
stream receives more overall support (it is getting some e.g. from NU circles who promote
the concept of Islam Nusantara) and manages to maintain Indonesia´s character as a
religiously tolerant country or whether this effort will be marred by the rising anti-pluralist
wave. This pattern has already come to the fore in provinces like Banten or West Java, the
result of which is a high degree of intolerance towards religious minorities such as Shi´i
Muslims and Ahmadis in these regions. Most recently, at the turn of 2016-2017, it may be
argued that the FPI have been fairly successful in pushing their formerly rather peripheral
agendas to the mainstream/national level politics, when they organized several mass rallies
in Jakarta, protesting against “Ahok” as the incumbent Jakarta governor (himself an ethnic
Chinese and a Christian), thus not only effectively marring his campaign for re-election on
the grounds of blasphemy but especially bringing sectarian politics to the fore.

Islamic Vigilantism in Post-Authoritarian Indonesia
Abdil Mughis Mudhoffir
One of the most prominent features of vigilante groups in post-authoritarian Indonesia is
that they have been defining themselves as a group that concerns with Islamic norms. In the
street level, such identification is manifested in an attempt to enforce Islamic morality and
implement Quranic edict of nahi munkar (combating vice). However, since Islam in this
context has been defined as an instrument of non-state violent groups in building an alliance
with predatory elites to mobilise support from the public especially during electoral
contests, Islamisation of militias is far from being an indicator of the rise of Islamic radicalism
as argued by security-oriented analysis (see Jones 2011; Abuza 2007; Fealy 2016; Wildan
2013). This characteristic is different from the previous authoritarian order where defending
the state and its ideology, Pancasila, was the dominant discourse employed by preman
groups. However, it does not mean that vigilante groups that employ state discourse
diminish. In the new political context of democratic era non-state violent groups like
Pemuda Pancasila no longer enjoy the privilege as the only proxy of repressive state
apparatus. The question is why Islamic rhetoric and identity has become very popular among
non-state violence providers in many regions in Indonesia? An endeavour to answer this
question will help us to understand the fact that the Islamic appearance of non-state
violence providers is driven primarily by pragmatic reasons rather than ideological one.
Hence, it is argued here that the Islamisation of vigilante groups is a result of their
adaptability in a new environment where Islamic rhetoric and identity has become a source
of mobilisation in the contest over power in democratic era. However, it is not because
democracy and decentralisation of power has made non-state violence providers become
more autonomous to consolidate their own authority and legitimation through Islamic
identity as stated by Migdalian state-in-society approach (see Wilson 2015; Telle 2015; van
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Klinken and Aspinall 2010; Barker and van Klinken 2009; Ryter 2009). Instead, the adoption
of Islamic identity shows that non-state violence in state practice is not an anomaly but
endemic to it, particularly for the purpose of facilitating accumulation of power and capital
as seen from the recent case of Jakarta’s gubernatorial competition. Moreover, as the case
of Islamic vigilantism also appears in other countries which are ruled by ‘Islamist’ regime like
in Iran and Turkey, it has little to do with the incompleteness of Islamic populist alliance as
stated by Hadiz (forthcoming).

Session 2
Vigilantes countering extremism? The securing the local project
Laurens Bakker
Violence in the name of –or against- religious extremism is presently among the main forms
of combat worldwide. While states, armies ad police forces have a prominent role in this,
non-state armed groups and civil militias are taking prominent positions in securing
communities from the threats of such violence. The securing the local project began in
autumn 2016 and seeks to come to an understanding of the role of non-state security
groups (NSSGs) in countering extremism in Indonesia, Nigeria and Kenya. The project seeks
to deliver new evidence-based insights into the broader societal support, effect, critique and
understanding of the defense, policing, governance and development activities undertaken
by such groups. We ask how these NSSGs relate to the state and its official monopoly on
violence on the one hand, on the population they seek to protect on the other, and how
they occupy and utilize the space between these two. Where weak of failed states may be
unable to act the monopoly on violence, corrupt or outright criminal officials may be a
reason for citizens to resist the representatives of the state. NSSGs may thus engage in what
formally are illegal activities that are condoned or even supported locally, and that see them
taking over tasks of governance, development and security assistance that are officially the
territory of the state. In this comparative project we seek to understand the role of NSSGs in
dealing with the (threat of) extremist violence. While it is too early to come up with general
conclusions this presentation will serve to present a number of findings and tendencies we
see emerging from our research, as well as to present the project to a wider audience.

Soldiers or vigilantes? Of disputable justice on the Polish-Slovak border during the Second
World War and the post-war period
Łukasz Łoziński
One of the greatest achievements of the Polish Second World War resistance was an
underground justice system. In model situations, the underground state officers conducted a
secret trial in absentia, basing on evidence and testimony, with the participation of a
defender. Then the resistance soldiers executed the sentence. The goal was to punish
criminals and collaborators under the Nazi or Soviet occupation. However, at the same time
there were quasi-vigilante actions that cannot be classified as achievements. During
ethnographic research on the highland Polish-Slovak border (Podhale and Spisz regions) the
author and his colleagues interviewed several dozen witnesses of war. Some of them spoke
of unjust actions of Polish partisans, including misjudged death sentences. Soldiers operating
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in the mentioned regions have not always been in contact with the Polish underground state
and its judiciary. Acting under conditions of constant danger and civilizational regress, the
partisans actively opposed the Nazi and Soviet terror and tried to defend justice
independently. But doing that, they exposed civilians to repressions. And sometimes the
partisans made decisions that were broadly considered unjust or criminal.
The aim of the lecture is to present the relations from Podhale and Spisz in their complexity,
with various doubts and determinants, using the paradigm of interpretive anthropology. The
context will be relations of partisans from another regions and different studies on
Bloodlands (as T.D. Snyder calls Eastern Europe). The intended effect is to deepen the
reflection on the impact that the quasi-vigilante acts had on the local community.

Gangs, Security Provision and Sustainable Urban Development in Kenya
Naomi van Stapele
This paper focuses on the role of gangs in security provision and urban development
projects in economically marginalised urban settings (locally labelled 'ghettos') in Kenya.
Contrary to academic and popular perceptions, gangs in Kenya have been driving forces of
security provision and sustainable urban development since the 1960s. My analysis goes
against current views on gangs that emphasize violence and criminality. Starting from the
perspective of the participants, I get another view. Striking is especially how important
security provision, work and community service are for the gangs I studied. It is this
emphasis on security provision, work and community service that makes gangs most
important for security and development in the ghettos. Urban development projects in
Nairobi ghettos have not yet been researched from the perspectives of gangs because it is
always assumed that gangs are either irrelevant or detrimental to these projects. Yet, these
groups have initiated multiple and large-scale projects to improve food security, sanitation,
roads and sewage systems, housing, environments, and access to land. Accordingly, gangs
enjoy great legitimacy in ghetto communities. By focusing on the role of gangs, this research
project aims to contribute to theoretical debates on inclusive and sustainable urban
development and on governance in urban settlements. The role of gangs in urban
development is a critical theme of research in a rapidly urbanising, increasingly younger and
economically more and more unequal world. The central question is: Why and how did
gangs become vital actors in security and sustainable urban development, and how is this
related to forms of authority and questions of governance in Kenya? With gangs I mean
groups of youth (young men and women who are cast as 'thugs for hire' in dominant
discourse in Kenya) that are engaged in illegal income-generating activities. These groups
often provide security to and/or control large parts of ghetto neighbourhoods in African
cities. At times, residents even dub these groups ‘local governments’ as gangs are often
intertwined with local government authorities and/or other dominant power structures. This
paper thus moves beyond prevailing binaries between state and non-state authorities,
between notions of legality and illegality, and between formal and informal groups.
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Co-production of public security in Benin: neo-traditional hunters as informal auxiliaries of
police forces
Issifou Abou Moumouni
Based on first-hand empirical data, this paper focuses on the modalities for incorporation of
vigilante groups, in particular the neo-traditional hunters known as Dambanga or Ode, into
the configuration of public security production actors. On the basis of the analysis of their
involvement in the fight against delinquency, it sketches a conceptualization of the forms of
arrangements and compromises that are daily developed and managed between these
community actors and the public security forces. The data exploited here are produced from
fourteen months of fieldwork carried out in four communes in northern Benin. During that
period, semi-structured interviews were conducted with strategic actors, such as neotraditional hunters, public security forces, local authorities, merchants requesters of
vigilantes services. These interviews were complemented by observations of security
operations missions carried out jointly by public security forces and vigilante groups
members. The results show that like the recourse to local actors by State agents in the
exercise of their functions, the modalities of neo-traditional hunters incorporation into the
production of security as informal auxiliary reflect the strategies adopted by the police
forces to deal with certain operational constraints in the fight against insecurity and for
policing. This practice of the security forces should be understood not as a crisis of state
authority or sovereignty, nor as the abdication of their responsibilities by state agents, but
as a strategy of adaptation of the local state in order to guarantee the production of the
public security services expected from them. It thus appears as a modality of construction of
the State from below.
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Panel 8 – Public Events and Securitization
Conveners: Limor Samimian-Darash and Eyal Ben-Ari
Discussant: Don Handelman
Description: This panel seeks to explore the mutual effects between securitization and public
events. The term securitization refers to a set of techniques centered on perpetual alertness
and individual “preparedness,” being continually on one’s guard against the emergence of
any and all possible threats. By public events we refer to relatively large scale social
occasions such as ceremonies and rituals, fairs and exhibitions, media and news events,
national drills and rallies, or sports contests and entertainment presentations - or
amalgamations of these). By take form we are interested in the way through which such
public events of security are (variously) expressed, valorized, emphasized or transformed as
well as the various means and ends they involve. We argue that public events are extremely
fruitful sites for the exploration of security for a number of reasons: their sheer scale of
participants (both real and virtual) involves large number of people and the attention they
give to themes of security; in such occasions many of the ideas and themes normally hidden
from view are often brought to the forefront; the logic by which they are put together
(actors and audiences, stages and staging, and narratives and plots) are means for both
reproducing and transforming ideas and affects of security; such events are characterized
by multiple logics or rationalities we wish to explore. Along these lines, we seek papers that
examine both ethnographically and theoretically the various facets of securitization and
public events.
Contents:
1. The Security Bazaar: Selling, Buying and the Political – Erella Grassiani
2. Taking a Risk at a Sumo Tournament – Einat Baron
3. National Emergency Drills in Israel: The Turning Point Exercises – Limor SamimianDarash and Eyal Ben-Ari

The Security Bazaar: Selling, Buying and the Political
Erella Grassiani
In this paper I will analyse the security fair as a bazaar. The bazaar, which can be found
under many different names in many different places around the world, centres around
commercial activities but is also of political importance. Historically, political (through
commercial) alliances were made and empires have been created in the bazaar through the
accumulation of wealth. The same could be said of the security fair. It is a commercial
endeavour with political characteristics. Buyers and sellers of security products come
together at these fairs strengthening not only commercial ties but also political and
diplomatic ones as state actors are frequent visitors. In this paper I will map out the
different actors of the security fair, private and public and analyse the way politics is being
‘done’ at the fair through an ethnographic approach.
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Taking a Risk at a Sumo Tournament
Einat Baron
When you buy a ticket for the first rows at the Japanese traditional Sumo wrestling
tournament, a security notice informs you that you must be young and in good health in
order to sit in those rows, since the large wrestlers may fall on you. Moreover, the notice
adds that in case of injury you will receive medical attention, but cannot expect any
damages. Of course, the nearly 200 kilo men, who are fighting on a raised platform, do fall,
and sustain injuries. The referees too sometimes get stomped and fall. And since the front
rows are always full, some people are willing to take those risks. I would like to think about
the limits of violence, according to the ways in which it is organized, and the merits of taking
risks. In particular the difference between a calculated risk and a random one. Because,
whereas the risk of a random attack on a member of the audience, such as a terrorist attack,
is horrendous and must be avoided at a high cost, a calculated risk taken by the wrestlers,
the referees and the front seat audience is commanded.

National Emergency Drills in Israel: The Turning Point Exercises
Limor Samimian-Darash and Eyal Ben-Ari
Turning Point exercises take place annually in Israel. They are designed as simulations of
national emergencies aimed at training and preparing the country - from the individualfamilial level, through public institutions, private businesses and NGOs, and the state as a
whole - to deal with them. Each event, while related to previous years' exercises is slightly
different in the type of emergencies it simulates (various wars, terror and missile attacks,
cyber assaults, natural disasters) and the way it is organized into multiple linear (sequential)
stages and concurrent episodes. Alongside its design as a means to test and prepare the
population and all the country's organizations it is devised to generate problems challenging
state entities charged with managing emergencies. The idea is that participants in an
exercise behave according to accepted, if at times improvised, scripts (either organization or
domestic) but the interaction of these behaviors creates unintended and unforeseen
consequences. In other words, the main actors act according to organizational routines such
as providing meals and medical care, fixing electrical and water outages, or pursuing military
foes who have entered the country. Yet the potential power of the exercise for the
organizers lies in forcing the participants to identify and potentially provide answers to the
unforeseen outcomes of the encounter with other organizations and emergent situations.
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Panel 9 – Security Assemblages in Urban Environments
Conveners: Frank Muller and Patrick Weir
Description: In the past ten years, assemblage thinking has moved firmly into the
mainstream social-scientific lexicon. As a heterogeneous theoretical apparatus with its
origins in the thought of Deleuze & Guattari (1988) and systematised more recently by
DeLanda (2006, 2015) assemblage thought also intersects with neo- materialist political
ecologies (Bennett 2010), and actor-network theory (Latour 2006), and has informed critical
empirical research in urban studies (Blok & Farias 2016), environmental anthropology (Li
2007), security studies (Bachmann et al. 2015) and political geography (Painter 2010).
Contents:
1. Infrastructures of Surveillance as Loci of Security Encounters: The “City Câmera”
Program in São Paulo, Brazil – Claudio Altenhain
2. Trans-ing Security Assemblages – Christine Quinan
3. Predictive policing and the contested composition of the secure city – Sarah Widmer
and Ignacio Farias
4. Assemblages of Drug Control on the Cocaine Coast – Kurli Dasrath Reddy
5. Material-discursive enactments of security controversies: analyzing the
contestations surrounding balala rondo patrols in Uvira town, DR Congo – Judith
Verweijen
6. Assembling citizenship from flood and landslide infrastructures in urban Brazil –
Robert Coates

Session 1
Infrastructures of Surveillance as Loci of Security Encounters: The “City Câmera” Program in
São Paulo, Brazil
Claudio Altenhain
My paper is concerned with the implementation of a new, large-scale surveillance
infrastructure in the city of São Paulo: The “City Câmera” program, introduced by mayor
João Dória in March 2017, envisages the installation of 10,000 surveillance cameras
throughout the whole municipality within the next three years. Significantly, “City Câmera”
has been announced as an emphatically public-private endeavor: Not only does it build upon
the extensive involvement of international companies such as Huawei and Telefónica, but it
also entails the concerted “tapping” of extant private surveillance cameras by the public
police forces. For this purpose, the city government will soon establish a home page by
means of which interested citizens and businesses may grant the police forces remote
access to their IP cameras; besides, there are also plans to link up smartphone-based
security applications with the police’s command and control center.
Leaving aside its problematic implications in terms of privacy rights – as yet, Brazil does not
have any proper legal framework to regulate the collection and use of personal data –, my
main interest consists in pointing out how this emerging public-private infrastructure of
surveillance can be described as a locus of “security encounters”; i. e. how it functions as a
sociotechnical device which articulates a quasi-panoptic intent to make the city
“transparent” (for the state) with an “entrepreneurial” and largely individualized ethos of
anticipatory risk-assessment (on the side of its subjects). From such a point of view, “City
Câmera” would not only represent a – potentially oppressive – tool for police surveillance
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and/or a major business opportunity for the private companies involved, but it might also
condense a novel mode of governing urban (in)security whose precise mode of operation
yet has to be sketched out.
My paper will propose some first steps in this direction by following the program’s initial
deployment in Brás, a commercial area in central São Paulo; based upon fieldwork I am
going to conduct in June and July, I will not only shed some light upon the ways in which the
implementation process plays out “on the ground”, but also try to distill some preliminary
methodological considerations on how to explore the (non-)functionality of such publicprivate, techno-social security assemblages in cities of the “Global South” and beyond. My
intuition on this point is that much can be gained by exploring the controversies (public as
well as “expert”) accompanying a project such as “City Câmera” – especially those which,
due to their transversal character, tend to evade clear-cut attributions such as “political”,
“juridical”, or “technical”. Most importantly, such an approach will make us stay clear of
overly teleo- logical approaches, be they “affirmative” or “critical”; instead, it might help us
to discover instances of agency in places and settings where we would not have expected
them right away. For a comparative research agenda paying heed to the question why
supposedly similar security devices play out differently in different contexts, this might be a
pertinent starting point for further conceptual debate.
Trans-ing Security Assemblages
Christine Quinan
This paper focuses on the airport as “security assemblage,” a site that I argue is a space of
both violence and resistance for gender nonconforming and transgender individuals. Being
transgender or gender-nonconforming is inextricably bound up in – and is triggering of –
(state) mechanisms of surveillance, not dissimilar from the experience of other marginalized
groups, such as people of color, Muslim immigrants, and the poor. Bodily norms – informed
by race, gender, and sexuality – are encoded in tools of security and surveillance, including
body scanners, identity documents, and facial recognition software, technologies that have
become all the more commonplace after the events of 9/11.
I make use of Deleuze and Guattari to read the security assemblage of the airport as a
gathering of networks, agents, and machines that are both productive and destructive.
Amongst other elements, the airport security assemblage is composed of bodies of travelers,
technologies, architecture and infrastructure, airport zones, identification documents,
machines, social norms, and personnel who translate all such information. And the airport
itself is embedded within other systems of global travel and trade, geopolitical connection
and chaos, and capitalist money-making and mobility. In this paper, I add to this security
assemblage gender itself. Gender is a flow or force in the assemblage, and is reconfigured –
through both computer coding and interactive contacts – through its encounter with
machines and agents. Through this examination, I ask if we could also read the airport, one
of the most highly securitized and striated spaces, as a place of resistance for gendernonconforming and transgender travelers. For example, could the Deleuzian “war machine,”
itself also an assemblage and a way of thinking, be deployed by those subjected to gendered
security apparatuses (i.e., all of us) when passing through borders? And when it comes to
resistance, what lines of flight could counter the confinements of border control?
Predictive policing and the contested composition of the secure city
Sarah Widmer
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In the post-9/11 context of the ‘war on terror’, the idea that threats need to be acted upon
before their materialization has fostered the utilization of algorithmic calculations to
“connect the dots” of terrorist activities and “preempt” future attacks (Amoore, 2009).
Today, this ‘algorithmic turn’ is increasingly shaping the ways in which everyday practices of
securitization are imagined and performed in contemporary cities. This is notably evidenced
by the current adoption of “predictive policing” applications by many police departments in
North-American and European cities.
Predictive policing is a data-driven model of policing that draws on data sets harvested in
different contexts (e.g. criminal records on past offenses, weather forecasts, sociodemographical data, social media posts, 911 calls, etc.), and relies on algorithmic
calculations to identify likely targets for police surveillance and intervention. The adoption of
these applications has been extensively covered by the media, which, on the one hand, by
constantly raising a comparison to “Minority report”, tend to overlook the roots of these
solutions in previous models of policing and instances of software use in police work, but, on
the other hand, evidence the fact that the introduction of algorithmic procedures in security
decisions is not without generating some fears and controversies.
In this paper, we precisely want to address some of the controversies raised by the
introduction of elements such as “digital data” and “algorithms” in the making of police
operational decisions. As these elements are growingly taking part in urban security
assemblages, we want to address the controversies they raise by operationalizing Blok’s and
Farias’ “cosmopolitical approach of the city”. If “assemblage urbanism” can be considered as
the “ontological ground” (Farias & Blok 2016, p. 2) on which further conceptualizations of
the city can be developed, the cosmopolitical approach precisely offers the advantage of
allowing us to grasp the politics of these assemblages by pointing to how the composition of
urban common worlds is “always in the process of being subtly transformed, destabilized,
decentered, questioned, criticized or even destroyed” (Farias and Blok 2016, p.2).
From this conceptual framework, we argue that the controversies around predictive policing
can be considered as contestations on the elements that should compose the “secure city”.
In this scope, the paper aims at discussing two examples – raised in media accounts – in
which the predictive policing security assemblage is subtly contested or overtly criticized.
The first example regards the controversies raised by the fact that many predictive policing
solutions are issued by profit-companies whose algorithms are proprietary and, thus, quite
opaque to the officers using them. The second example addresses the case of the police
department of Oakland (California) which finally decided not to use a predictive policing
software.

Session 2
Assemblages of Drug Control on the Cocaine Coast
Kurli Dasrath Reddy
This paper brings an ethnographic gaze on to the Drug Enforcement Agency of Liberia to
argue that the state-building practices through the reform of police institutions can be
conceptualized as an assemblage through which power is reconfigured in the
capital.Specifically, it argues that the Liberian DEA can be seen as a hybrid assemblage of
practices, discourses and materiality which which comes into conflict with sedimented forms
of knowledge of the way power is configured in Liberian society and the centrality of the
illicit in such a power formation. To this extent, this paper eschews the conceptualization of
the illegal and the legal realms as distinct forms of activity, but rather develops a notion of a
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‘kinetocratic assemblage’ to capture the everyday practices which are instrumental in the
informal state building processes at the peripheries.
Material-discursive enactments of security controversies: analyzing the contestations
surrounding balala rondo patrols in Uvira town, DR Congo
Judith Verweijen
In order to explore the role of materiality in security practices and arrangements, Amicelle et
al (2015) propose an “analytics of security devices”, suggesting to study devices’
performative and political effects by examining how they are embedded in social practices
and shape grids of intelligibility. Such analytics also seems pertinent for studying security
controversies, which allows for looking at security governance without a priori assumptions
about what security is and does (Schouten 2014). This paper aims to provide further insight
into the material dimension of the articulation and evolution of security controversies,
focusing on the contestations surrounding the balala rondo, which are citizen night patrol
groups operating in the town of Uvira, in the eastern DR Congo. The paper explores the ways
in which particular devices, such as identity badges, arms and bouillie (spiritual substance),
act as “markers” of certain identities and qualities, figure as resources within socio-political
networks of exchange and become the object of contestations. In these different manners,
devices shape and are shaped by contradictory claims about the nature, status, workings
and security effects of the balala rondo. The paper suggests to conceptualize these
performative effects in terms of devices’ roles as symbols, gifts and sacred objects. It is
argued that these conceptualizations are not induced by the “low-tech” setting of the study,
but are potentially useful for studying sociomateriality in the unfolding of security
controversies across the globe.

Assembling citizenship from flood and landslide infrastructures in urban Brazil
Robert Coates
This paper locates the widespread engineering of ‘risk-free’ urban spaces—via retaining
walls and river canalisations—throughout Brazil’s long coastal mountain range in terms of
the (re)production of state coloniality and the formation of citizen-subjects. Drawing on
ethnographic research in a medium-sized, landslide and flood-prone city—Nova Friburgo—
the paper critiques visions of citizenship according to an a priori state. Moving toward
‘citizenship assemblages’, it instead locates citizenship as interwoven with the infrastructural
fabric purported to offer greater security. The concern here is with the materiality of
citizenship ‘acts’, which operate in conjunction with the capacity of engineering
interventions to achieve their stated aims. Weaknesses and inconsistencies in project
delivery provide the context within which uncertainty, state delegitimisation and recognition
are simultaneously reproduced. Ultimately, the vulnerability of specific populations,
instigated through the state-modernist paradigm, calls forth subtle—though not unified—
disruptions and contestations of technocratic governance via non-compliance, delay, and
discursive subversion.
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Panel 10 – Opposing Violence
Conveners: Andreas Hackl and Toby Kelly
Discussant: Toby Kelly and Mathias Thaler
Description: What is at stake in opposing violence? If war and peace are deeply entangled
within one another, what are the meanings and implications of attempts to prevent,
ameliorate and overcome violence? Violence can take on many forms, such as symbolic,
physical and structural. But what stands on the other side? States, international
organization, NGOs and activists can all seek to promote peace and alternatives to violence.
And even in the midst of violent conflict, actors as diverse as soldiers, religious figures,
traders, armed groups, and ‘civilians’ can all try to create spaces where violence is held at
bay.
However, the meanings of attempts to promote peace and oppose violence are deeply
contested, ranging from absolute pacifism, to strategic non-violence, and pragmatic calls for
accommodation. Moreover, the promotion of peace is frequently accused of being part of
an elitist failure to address the causes of conflict, and of placing the value of non-violence
ahead of other ways of combating injustice. At a practical level, attempts to oppose violence
are also often met by sober outcomes: ideas brought by activists into local settings might
not have their intended effects; conflict transformation approaches exclude important
actors; realistic and effective means are rejected due to moral understandings or for political
reasons. In this context, this panel seeks to examine the meanings and implications of
attempts to promote peace and oppose violence, and their often complex relationship with
violence, inequality and exclusion. We ask how and why do particular claims for peace or
non-violence find resonance, amongst whom, in what ways, and with what implications?
Contents:
1. Violence and Solidarity: Negotiating Complicity in Jewish Israeli Left Radical Activism
– Fiona Wright
2. Entrenching violence in reconciliation? Pacification, exclusion and the new order to
come – Andrea García González
3. Contending Concepts of Peace in Nepal’s Terai: Social Harmony or a Non-Violent
Struggle for Rights? – Kirstin A. Cain
4. Humanitarian intervention - a violent balance of peace? – Elisa Rieger
5. Law and order: towards a framework of structural nonviolence in Israel/Palestine –
Andreas Hackl
6. Feeling Stuck in the middle of Wars: Explorations of the Meaning of Loss and
Resilience in the Kurdish Region, South-eastern Turkey – Zerrin Ozlem Biner

Session 1
Violence and Solidarity: Negotiating Complicity in Jewish Israeli Left Radical Activism
Fiona Wright
Jewish Israeli left radical activists regularly protest house demolitions, evictions, and settler
and military violence in occupied Palestinian territory, as ways of practicing solidarity and
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attempting to curb colonial violence. In doing so, they enter into verbal and physical
confrontations with Israeli settlers, police, and soldiers. These encounters come to
overshadow the relationships Israeli activists hope to build with the Palestinians with whom
they enter into struggle. The ways in which Israeli activists intentionally use their privilege as
Jewish citizens of the state, to expose and challenge its modes of domination, become
fraught affective and ethical encounters, as they challenge the Israeli state regime by
underlining activists’ uncomfortable sameness and familiarity with those who enforce its
power.
In this analysis, practices of dissent and solidarity thus emerge as ambiguous performances
of complicity that breach a Jewish Israeli cultural intimacy and unspoken civil contract.
Contrary to accounts of protest that emphasize the prefiguration of alternative realities and
emergent subjectivities, I consider this activism’s negotiation of complicity with colonial
domination. Engaging with activist and scholarly demands for a postcolonial or decolonising
political ethos and subjectivity, I argue that lived experiences of anti-colonial activism
involve a murkier entanglement in colonial forms. Specifically, this activism is inextricably
linked to the status of protesters as Jewish holders of Israeli citizenship and thus relies on
and perpetually reinscribes certain systems of inequality and domination in the very
moments it also exposes and challenges them.

Entrenching violence in reconciliation? Pacification, exclusion and the new order to come
Andrea García González
In this paper, I will critically analyse different approaches to peacebuilding and
reconciliation, drawing on peace studies, feminist theories and my own ethnographic
research in so-called post-conflict scenarios such as Northern Ireland and the Basque
Country. I will question and challenge the narratives that are shaping reconciliation as a
concept and as a practice, both in the academia and on the ground, and how those
narratives might be perpetuating violence even in an attempt to overcome it.
In this analysis, the concept of ‘pacification’ might prove useful in order to reflect on the
new order that is being legitimised through discourses referring to the need to oppose and
overcome violence after an armed conflict. Pacification as a mechanism that produces
meanings that must be assumed by those who do not want to be excluded from the new
stage of ‘equilibrium’ of a “post-conflict” society. In examining these meanings we might
question what violence is becoming visible on reconciliation processes and reconciliation
studies, what violences are left unaddressed and unshaken, what practices on the field
might be disrupting linear and hermetic accounts of peacebuilding and reconciliation. These
and other questions might be raised in order to develop critical examinations of violence(s)
and peace and to not get trapped in the same logic of the liberal order that sustains violence
before, during and after armed conflicts.

Contending Concepts of Peace in Nepal’s Terai: Social Harmony or a Non-Violent Struggle for
Rights?
Kristin A. Cain
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In Nepal’s southern Terai two conceptualizations of peace contend for resonance: one draws
on concepts of social harmony, social cohesion and inclusion, while a second draws on
discourses of non-violence, civil disobedience and the rights of an identity-based group. This
paper traces the interaction between the two. Peace initiatives under the heading of
promoting social harmony link to a majority power base in the capital and are widely
supported by international organizations through NGOs at the local level. However, during
periods of heightened tension, the involved activists are rarely able to reach across
boundaries for dialogue. De facto political links and the view that such initiatives indirectly
legitimize securitization of the state lead to opposition. The second type of effort explicitly
opposes state-side violence, draws on a less- established minority regional power base and
reifies group boundaries in the process of naming exclusion. Space for non-violence is
narrowed by actors willing to pursue the same political aims through the use of violence.
Activists are further de-legitimized through a discourse that conflates violent and nonviolent members of the identity group and intentionally blurs distinctions between citizens
and non-citizens including those living on opposite sides of Nepal’s southern border. An
instance in which a call for non- violent protest against representatives of the state and
security forces was given an unintended interpretation by national-level media
demonstrates a wider discourse through which the region’s population is excluded as
“conservative” by those who portray themselves as progressive and inclusive.

Session 2
Humanitarian intervention – a violent balance of peace?
Elisa Rieger
According to the United Nations Charter Article 1, the prevention and ending of conflicts and
the strengthening of peace throughout the world is the UN’s central responsibility. In May
2016, the first World Humanitarian Summit was hosted by Istanbul, Turkey, where
thousands of delegates agreed to five core commitments towards meeting the UN’s
responsibilities under Article 1. For many participants, two years of reflection before the
Summit had led to the assumption that the UN’s humanitarian work would need substantial
change, but that sustainable peace seemed realistically achievable, if these five
commitments were respected; i.e., primarily, to prevent and end conflict, to secondly
respect rules of war and thirdly, to leave no one behind. The fourth commitment addressed
a change in working conditions and the fifth finally, considered actively investing in
humanity. Although thousands of parties agreed to these commitments at the Humanitarian
Summit in May 2016, two months later Turkey itself transformed significantly. What had
happened? And what are the implications of such transformations? Does the United Nations
family stand for a symbolic power system trying to violently expand its authority over the
world? And is therefore resistance solely fulfilling expectations? Or are conversely, processes
being started to define and negotiate enriching but equally exhausting new structural,
physical and symbolic balances?
Law and order: towards a framework of structural nonviolence in Israel/Palestine
Andreas Hackl
Economic development and fostering prosperity are often heralded as a pathway towards
peace and stability. In Israel a framework of ‘economic peace’ was dominant in the hopeful
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years of the 1990s, but has since degenerated into forms of economic inclusion for
Palestinians that replaced the long-term vision of peace with that of quiescence and
suppressing political action and violence. Palestinian economic life has become highly
dependent on conditional access to the Israeli economy, meaning that the need for
maintaining a livelihood increasingly precludes the option of political action and indeed, the
possibility of violent resistance. This paper analyses these deepening processes of economic
inclusion by turning the idea of structural violence inside-out, exploring patterns of
structural nonviolence instead. This discussion will touch upon different forms of non-violent
structuring of behaviour, economy and space that exist within a wider context of recurring
violence to serve political and economic purposes. Among these forms of nonviolent
structuring are law, civility, inclusion, regulation and segregation.

Feeling Stuck in the Middle of Wars: Explorations of the Meaning of Loss and Resilience in
the Kurdish Region, South-eastern Turkey
Zerrin Ozlem Biner
Since the 1980’s, the military conflict between the Turkish armed forces and the PKK
militants has claimed the lives of thousands of civilians, militants, and soldiers, led to forced
evacuation and destruction of towns and villages and caused the displacement of millions of
people from the region to other parts of Turkey and Europe. From 2015, a new cycle of war
between the PKK and the Turkish state took place in the neighbourhoods and districts of
cities in the Kurdish region. All the political means and spaces for the Kurdish resistance
movement were exterminated under the state repression which in turn engendered silence
of the locals in the conflict region. While hope for long promised peace vanished, the sense
of uncertainty for the present has deepened. Based on ethnographic fieldwork in the city of
Mardin and its surrounding towns located at the Syrian border, this paper aims to reveal this
collective silence and engage with the fragmented discourses that capture the feelings,
imaginations and (non)expectations that underlie the current politics of life in the region.
The questions that address the main concern of the paper are as follows: How do people
deal with absence of the political means that used to allow them to build up lives in the
transition periods between war and peace? What happens when people can no further
imagine themselves to seek recognition for their loss? How do they occupy the political and
existential void in their precarious lives when they can’t justify the legitimacy of violence
that they have witnessed and been subjected to? Tacking with these questions, the paper
aims to reflect on the changing meanings of peace and war at such critical moments of ongoing destruction of political, material and spiritual conditions of life.
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Panel 11 – Old wounds, new violence: How memory and anticipation affect boundarymaking and exclusion in emerging crisis
Conveners: Lidewyde Berckmoes and Simon Turner
Description: This panel seeks to understand how people devise strategies in times of
emerging crisis. Specifically, the focus is on how memories – personal and communal – of
past violence affect anticipations of new forms of violence and how that informs boundarymaking and other safety-seeking strategies.
Crisis may become an established part of people’s lives and people may learn to live with ongoing crisis. Yet even in situations of ‘chronic crisis’ (Vigh 2008), at times, a general sense of
malaise and decline may be replaced by heightened levels of perceived danger and of radical
uncertainty (Daniel 2000; cf. Berckmoes 2015): people start to imagine the escalation of
crisis. In this panel, we explore how in times like these, past experiences of violence feed
into anticipation of violence and subsequent action. Moving beyond explorations of how
contemporary circumstances guide memory (e.g. Argenti & Schramm 2010), we draw
attention to the role of potentialities and effects. We are particularly interested in how
‘anticipation’ affects how people draw boundaries between safe havens and dangerous
spaces, us and them, or routes to engage or escape. Through the connections between
memory, anticipation, boundaries and potentiality, the panel contributes to discussions on
how lines for exclusion may be re-called or transformed in situations of heightened tensions,
and on ‘how violence begets violence’.

Contents:
1. Should I Stay or Should I Go? Strategies of Anticipating and Avoiding Violence in
Burundi – Simon Turner
2. How legacies of genocide are transmitted in families in Rwanda – Lidewyde
Berckmoes, Veroni Eichelsheim and Barbora Hola
3. The role of memory in a new political battlefield. Boundary-making on Burundian
social media – Antea Paviotti
4. Displacement and the Creation of in/visible Boundaries: Memory beyond Borders
and Citizenship – Clara Rachel Eybalin Casseus, Amel Adel Abdrabo and Stevens
Aguto Odongoh
5. Reconciliation and the restructuring of urban space after a violent conflict has
ended: the case of Kota Ambon, Indonesia – Freek Colombijn
6. As long as I breathe, I will shout: Memory of violence among female indigenous
activists in Guatemala – Samira Marty
7. The “White Toros”: A Haunted Past or Reclaiming the Right to Truth and Justice? –
Tebessüm Yilmaz
8. Local tensions related to the commemoration of Józef “Ogień” Kuraś, in the context
of the “cursed soldiers” memory in today's Poland – Kaja Kajder
9. Making a new home: marriage as aspiration among Syrian refugees in Jordan – Dina
Zbeidy
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Session 1
Should I Stay or Should I Go? Strategies of Anticipating and Avoiding Violence in Burundi
Simon Turner
This paper takes its point of departure in two rounds of fieldwork a year apart, among
Burundians who fled Bujumbura around the time of the violent events of 2015 and ended up
in Kigali in neighbouring Rwanda. I explore the processes around the multiple decisions that
led to their displacement. Most often these were family decisions weighing the potential risk
of particular family members up against what they may lose in terms of education and
livelihoods. Thus young members of the family were perceived to be more at risk and often
they had little or no income. On the other hand, they might be attending higher education.
In this manner, families were anticipating future potential violence, based on past
experiences with political violence in the country. Furthermore, I show how these decisions
to move are perceived to be temporary and are adjusted and calibrated as time passes.
Through this close ethnographic attendance to the concrete details in the migration process,
I wish to challenge the often held perception that violence produces displacement. In fact,
displacement precedes violence, as it is the anticipation of violence that creates
displacement. And this anticipation is about ‘reading’ certain events according, using the
lens of memories of past violence.
How legacies of genocide are transmitted in families in Rwanda
Lidewyde Berckmoes, Veroni Eichelsheim and Barbora Hola
“When a child asks you: what happened to your family? Who killed them? Right? In the
future, they will say: it is these ones who killed our grandfathers, our aunts, our cousins. They
will say: long ago Hutus killed Tutsis, they were in power of such and such …; let us also kill
them.”
Mother and genocide survivor, aged 40, Rwanda
The 1994 genocide against the Tutsi and post-1994 justice related experiences led to largescale individual traumatization, disruption of family structures, shifts in gender roles, and
tensions in communities are ongoing. Previous research has demonstrated also
transgenerational effects of mass violence on individuals, families and communities. The
assumption that violence is passed down from generation to generation was first formulated
in research on domestic violence and child abuse (Widom 1989), but is receiving increasing
attention in conflict-affected societies. In Rwanda, there is great concern about how to
prevent this. Yet, although various studies have shown associations between experiences as
victims and perpetrators across the generations, there is still limited insight into the
mechanisms behind it (Catani 2010). Based on qualitative research with 41 mothers and
their adolescent children, we investigated how legacies of the 1994 genocide and related
events are transmitted to the next generation of Rwandans through processes in the family.
Our findings reveal both direct and indirect pathways of transmission. Furthermore, we
suggest that transmission might best be described as heterotypic: leading to multiple
challenges in the lives of the children, but, notwithstanding the worry, not necessarily
translating into physical violence.
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The role of memory in a new political battlefield. Boundary-making on Burundian social
media
Antea Paviotti
Since April 2015, Burundi is the theatre of violent protests against President Nkurunziza’s
third mandate. In public statements and discourses, political entrepreneurs now and then
employed ethnic references to condemn the demonstrations. Ten years after the end of the
“ethnic” civil war that opposed Hutus and Tutsis for more than a decade, these discourses
reopened old wounds evoking fears of an awakening of ethnic tensions. At the same time,
they allowed the emergence of new, blurred boundaries in the social landscape that are at
times ethnic, at times political. Given the context of insecurity, most of Burundian political
opponents, activists and journalists left the country and continued their activities from
abroad through Twitter and Facebook. Social media thus became one of the most relevant
political battlefields. On social media, verbal violence is motivated by political reasons that
are intermingled with ethnicity and the memory of the past, or vice-versa. As a result, in the
virtual field too new boundaries determine who is included or excluded from the circle of
one (ethno-)political affiliation. This paper aims to analyse the way in which such boundaries
have been established on social media, and how they are being reinforced during the
current crisis. It will show that both the memory of the past and the anticipation of violence,
through accusations and assumptions respectively, determine one’s position in the virtual
socio-political landscape of contemporary social media.

Session 2
Displacement and the Creation of in/visible Boundaries: Memory beyond Borders and
Citizenship
Clara Rachel Eybalin Casseus, Amal Adel Abdrabo and Stevens Aguto Odongoh
The dominant literature of transnational migration studies tends to conceptualise a clear
spatial distinction between refugee camps as ‘spaces of the displaced’ and the surroundings
as ‘spaces of the citizen’. The current paper is the fruit of a collective work between three
researchers who work on the memory-place-mutual relation through different cases of
displacement around the globe. The first case is driven from the Parisian banlieues to
explore how best to engage migrant organisations for activities related to capacity
enhancement and structural homeland development. The second case is from the village of
Jazirat-Fdil that has the biggest gathering of Palestinian how fled to Egypt since the outbreak
of 1948 war. It explorers their new technique of 'killing memory' to gain acceptance,
belonging and create a new sense of home within a new spatial context. The third case
focuses on how the northern Uganda war between the LRA and the Ugandan army (19872007), has formulated the Acholi's experience with war, violence and flight which has led to
different local constructions of place, political belonging, and material and emotional
connections. Accordingly, will such communities be able to survive and have a future of its
own? How to use memory to trace their genealogy and gain sense of belonging after
displacement? What sort of citizenship will be created within their new place? Through the
prism of a three-pronged space-state-citizenship relationship, the paper contributes to the
literature on how focus on the geography of memory reinforces the affective capacity
building among dispersed transnational communities.
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Reconciliation and the restructuring of urban space after a violent conflict has ended: the
case of Kota Ambon, Indonesia
Freek Colombijn
Violence has an enormous potential impact on the production of urban space. This paper
presents an analysis of how violence has made an impact on the Indonesian city of Kota
Ambon. Inter-religious violence struck Kota Ambon in 1998-2002. Many citizens were
shocked by the unanticipated forms of urban violence during the years before and after
Soeharto bowed out as President. The main questions addressed are: what impact did
violence have on the spatial restructuring of Kota Ambon and, conversely, - assuming that
the people who used violence are slowly relinquishing its use - what impact does the
restoration of law and order have on urban space?

As long as I breathe, I will shout: Memory of violence among female indigenous activists in
Guatemala
Samira Marty
In Guatemala, indigenous women fight for social justice. They mobilize a memory discourse
dating back to the colonial era, before the genocide of the early 1980’s. This paper will
explore rising tensions between civil society activists and Guatemalan state authorities
arguing that memories of former violent episodes and current claims for social justice are
inextricably linked. I will show that female indigenous bodies are placed at the centre of
boundary-making processes not only by practices of state violence but also through the
actions of other civil society actors. By interpreting their memory practices as “backwards”,
indigenous women are left in a subordinate position, a process also reinforced by
international development agencies. Despite the peace agreement of 1996, the level of
violence in Guatemala continues to rise. In the most recent wave of protests in the country,
directed against corruption scandals, claims for social justice in relation to past war atrocities
appear among the most prominent demands. Drawing on diverse sources such as field
notes, interviews, texts and stories from fieldwork conducted in 2015, this paper develops
an anthropological perspective on notions of the multivocality of memories of violence. By
using an intersectional approach I intend to move the debate in memory studies in a
decolonial and emancipatory direction. Much has been written in the field of memory
studies, but too little addresses the variation and complexity that attention to race, gender,
class and age can to contribute to the debate. This paper sets out to redress this oversight.

Session 3
The “White Toros”: A Haunted Past or Reclaiming the Right to Truth and Justice?
Tebessüm Yılmaz
The Turkish state has practiced and introduced “creative” forms of state violence in Bakur
(Turkish Kurdistan) in 1990s. Unsolved murders and forced disappearances used as war tools
towards Kurds. A Renault brand white car, known as “White Toros” (WT), was used by JİTEM
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(Gendarmerie Intelligence and Counter-Terrorism)2 to kidnap and kill the victims, has
become the symbol of the 90s in the Kurdish collective memory. While the WT image
represents forced disappearances, it also demonstrates who gets to live and to die by
drawing a line between the accepted and nonaccepted citizens. Since none of the
perpetrators have been punished, it also signals the injustice and invisibility to many since
then. In 2015, the former prime minister of the Turkish Republic Ahmet Davutoğlu,
threatened people by recalling the WTs just to get enough support for AKP in the general
elections.3 He did it because he knew what it meant to “us” the Turks and “them” the Kurds.
By doing so, he did not only terrorize and politically polarize the people but also targeted the
hope for right to truth and justice for those who never got to chance to learn what
happened to their loved ones. Therefore, in this paper, I would like to analyze the role of the
WT image as a tool for tension-making for the sovereign and its revolutionary role to the
Kurds by deconstructing this image to deal with the traumata by recalling and reshaping the
collective memory.

Local tensions related to the commemoration of Józef “Ogień” Kuraś, in the context of the
“cursed soldiers” memory in today's Poland
Kaja Kajder
In the times of the rising European nationalism, the Polish one is directly tied to the
commemoration of the soldiers of the post-World War II anticommunist resistance. The
figure of a “cursed soldier” used in the context of national celebrations has become one of
the important elements of the current history-based politics. It seems that as a symbol it
constitutes a basis for the common identification of today's Poles. Does this model work
and, if so, in which circumstances?
This presentation will be an analysis of the conflict between such a homogenous view of the
past and the personal memories of the civilian population. I will try to present the tensions
between the official narration and the personal experiences by using the example of the
commemoration of Józef “Ogień” Kuraś – a partisan commander in the Polish highlands. His
ambiguous story allows for an investigation of the tangled and often competing ways of
commemoration.
The comparison of the local, government-supported commemorating activities and the
reactions of the local population will be based on the case of a monument in Zakopane and
two parallel conferences taking place in Nowy Targ this year. The analyzed material will also
include interviews with Podhale citizens on the World War II and the time after the war.
The presentation's aim is to gauge how the memory of the “cursed soldiers” is mirrored in
the current conflicts in Podhale, and how the official way of commemoration excludes
certain narratives.

Making a new home: marriage as aspiration among Syrian refugees in Jordan
Dina Zbeidy
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Since the outburst of the Syrian civil war, media and civil society discourse focused
intensively on forms of early and forced marriages among Syrian refugees. Practical
motivations of such forms of marriages are usually accentuated, stating that families
attempt to marry off their daughters in order to provide her with more physical security in
refugee camps, or to lessen the financial burden of the family. Based on a year of fieldwork
in Jordan among Syrian and Palestinian refugees, this project explores the extent to which
these practical motivations play a role in Syrian families’ daily lives. The study shows that
marriage becomes an aspiration of families and children, to have a new beginning and form
new family ties. The dispossession that Syrians faced as result of the civil war, coupled with
living in destitute conditions in a new host country, Syrian refugees in Jordan find
themselves without the social networks they left behind in Syria. Marriage in this setting is
an attainable goal for youth, men and women alike, who in Jordan find it difficult to pursue
other goals such as a career or an education. This emotional ‘motivation’ is ignored by civil
society and international intervention projects. This project provides a critique on the
sensationalist and instrumental discourse on marriages among Syrian refugees and shows
that because of the anticipation of an unknown future, whether in Syria, Jordan, or
anywhere else, marriage becomes an aspiration. Syrian refugees turn from helpless victims
of patriarchy and war to agents that are actively trying to deal with their dispossession and
loss.
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Panel 12 – Securitizing Infrastructure(s)
Conveners: Amina Nolte and Carola Westermeier
Description: Over the recent years, scholars have initiated a much needed theoretical
exploration into the ways in which the multifarious (im)material dimensions of
infrastructural entities can be studied.
Infrastructure points to the central debates in the critical study of security as both a
reference object of securitization and at the same time a means through which the need for
securitization is produced. As such, infrastructure materializes discourses and practices of
inclusion and exclusion. Further, infrastructure itself plays an agential role in constraining
and enabling particular circulations. These circulations are the target of securitizing moves
that pre-eminently aim at the protection of objects but ultimately aim to enable and
manifest political and social hierarchies in the usage of infrastructure. Infrastructures are at
the same time an important part of practices of securitization (surveillance tools etc.) that
produce awareness of insecurities, which, in turn, legitimize the intervention into ongoing
circulations.
Although the state is the most investing actor in forms of public infrastructure, the latter
assemble all kinds of actors and agents, such as private security firms, security experts and
investors (i.e. public-private partnerships). These span a constant field for security practices
in which several non-state actors intervene into the making and managing of infrastructures.
Contents:
1. Introduction by Chairs (Amina Nolten and Carola Westermeier)
2. Disruptive Democracies in Circulatory Capitalism – Security and Opposition in and
against logistical and financial infrastructures – Andreas Folkers and Julian
Stenmanns
3. Intermediating between conflict and security: private security companies as
infrastructures of security in post-apartheid South Africa – Gideon van Riet

Disruptive Democracies in Circulatory Capitalism – Security and Opposition in and against
logistical and financial infrastructures
Andreas Folkers and Julian Stenmanns
In recent years infrastructure became an object in critical security studies. Scholars
predominantly analyze the securitization of infrastructure by corporations and state
agencies. In this paper we analyze the infrastructure- security nexus from a different angle.
We use logistical resistance against capitalist circulations as a catalyst to scrutinize the
entanglements of configurations of power, strategies of capital accumulation and forms of
securitization.
The rise of financial capital and business logistics led to a fundamental reorganization of
space and capitalism. Circulatory capitalism is a specific historic conjuncture that
predominantly operates through the mobilization of different kinds of arbitrage. Circulatory
capitalism – understood as both financial capitalism as well as supply chain capitalism –
relies on and exploits the differences between markets, nation states and subject positions.
It thrives on the temporal variations and volatilities of markets, on varying legal, physical and
economic demarcations between nation states and economic zones and on the “niche
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differences” (Tsing) in terms of cultural identity and subject position. In our paper, we focus
on two instances of logistical resistance – port blockades by Occupy Oakland and blockades
in Frankfurt’s financial district by the Blockupy movement. These movements challenge
circulatory orders and provoke reactions by security apparatuses. Focusing on resistance
teases out the political stakes of seemingly innocuous security strategies and thus
contributes to the analytical repertoire of critical security studies.

Intermediating between conflict and security: private security companies as infrastructures
of security in post-apartheid South Africa
Gideon van Riet
South Africa is often viewed as a post-conflict society. It can however also be viewed as a
terrain of enduring conflict in a democratic setting. Forms of polarisation abound, some of
them new, but others inextricably iterations of historical fault-lines. The role of the South
African police has always been contentious. It has gone from the enforcer of racist
government to a service perceived as corrupt and incompetent by most citizens. Crime
levels, including theft, robbery, housebreaking and violent crimes such as murder have
increased significantly since the advent of democracy. In this context private security
companies specialising in guarding, ‘armed response’ and patrolling certain areas, have
become a key feature of society and a security infrastructure working for those who can
afford it. Here infrastructure should be understood as a set of resources in general that
actors can draw on for particular purposes, not confined to technology. The paper analyses
the problematic of crime and policing in apartheid and post-apartheid South Africa. It also
draws on primary data gathered from public and private policing services and the public to
interpret the meaning of private security firms in the post-apartheid polity. My argument is
that private security companies intermediate between populations of different strata and in
the process between conflict and security by protecting some and not others. This
represents much continuity with the role of the police in pre-democratic state.
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Panel 13 – Cancelled
Panel 14 – Landscapes of Sovereignty: Everyday Life at the Margins of the State
Conveners: Annika Pohl-Harrison, Laust Lund Elbek and Mikel Venhovens
Description: In recent years, the humanities and social sciences have witnessed a growing
interest in the spatial dimensions of political life. Importantly, this has led to scholarly
contestation of the Westphalian conceptualisation of states as spatially homogeneous
entities. Correspondingly, political anthropology has become marked by a high degree of
ethnographic attention to the margins of the state, i.e. spaces in which sovereignty
continually has to be re-established and re-negotiated. This has been especially, but not
exclusively, evident in the proliferation of border studies driven by the insight that everyday
life at the borders of nation-states is often circumscribed by alternative forms of power and
socio- spatial imaginaries.
It is within this context that we wish to draw attention to territory in its broadest sense as a
central component of how states exercise power and materialise their existence as well as
how people make sense of themselves as social and political beings. Through a
foregrounding of the often tangled and paradoxical ways in which space and sovereignty are
negotiated in practice, we see a potential for spatial thought to provide the grounds for a
more imaginative type of analysis that moves beyond the dualistic power-resistance
dichotomy that often characterizes studies of state-population relationships. With an
emphasis on ethnography, this panel wishes to discuss theoretical as well as empirical
dimensions of the intersection between state spatialisation and everyday life at the margins
of the state.
Contents:
1. Territorial strategies at the colonial frontier in the Ecuadorian Amazon – Victor Sacha
Cova
2. The “State within the State” History, Migration and Sovereignties in the
Montenegrin-Albanian Borderland – Jelena Tošić
3. Here comes the state! Mobility infrastructure and the intermittence of the state in
Quehui island, Chile – Diego Valdivieso-Sierpe
4. Parallel state making in Mon State: Jurisdictional ambiguities, multiple authorities,
undisputed legitimacy – Annika Pohl Harrisson
5. “The State is the Enemy”: The Spectre of ‘the Arab Spring’ on Lampedusa, Italy –
Laust Lund Elbek
6. Contested Statehood in the Borderlands of the Contemporary Republic of Abkhazia:
Spatiality, Conflict and Abandonment – Mikel Venhovens
7. Negotiating sovereignty in the Bangladesh borderland: Understanding hegemonic
notions of security and protection from a grass-roots perspective – Nasrin Siraj and
Ellen Bal
8. Conflict Avoidance through Urban Landscapes at the Margins of Bulgaria: The Case
of Three Muslim Minority Cities – Cengiz Haksöz
9. The State and the Insurgent: Everyday life of ex-Maoist Seeking Legitimacy – Kaushik
Vidushi
10. Stories of Hierarchies and Helplessness: the Gihembe Refugee Camp – Emily A.
Lynch
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11. Spaces of Tolerance: Tracing the limits of deportability for Colombian migrants
across Ecuador’s territory – Sara Rizzotti
12. Contested landscapes of exception: the case of Pibor, South Sudan – Claudio Todisco
13. Navigating formations of sovereignty: shifting representations and alliances by
community police in Guerrero, Mexico – Merel de Buck
14. The impact of borderland tribes on the development of the international borderline
demarcation between Yemen and Saudi Arabia – Lisa Lenz

Session 1
Territorial strategies at the colonial frontier in the Ecuadorian Amazon
Victor Sacha Cova
This paper examines the impact of the two Ecuador-Peru wars, in 1942 and 1995, on the
long-standing conflict between white settlers and indigenous Shuar people at the margins of
the Ecuadorian State. It argues that each event led to profound transformations in the way
each group, as well as the State, tried to control its own territory. The first war led the State
to encourage settlement in the Amazon by Andean landless peasants. The regularisation of
land titles that followed produced long standing political and economic effects that further
differentiated white settler and Shuar control of their own territory. The second war relied
heavily on elite troupes of Shuar soldiers trained specifically for armed conflict in a jungle
environment. This profoundly transformed the Shuar relation to the nation in ambivalent
ways, culminating in the election of Shuar representatives at most local political positions
since 2008 coupled with a series of increasingly violent protests against the central
government.
I argue that looking at the consequences of armed conflicts on territorial strategies of local
actors can reframe the debate in a number of important ways. First, the conflicts between
local actors take centre stage and it becomes possible to see how these transform, some
being exacerbated and others ignored. Second, the relationship to the State can be
differenciated in terms of different State actors in terms of their domain of action (security,
economy, infrastructures, natural resources and so on) and the scale of their action (local,
provincial or national). Finally, it becomes possible to understand the local categories of «
economics » and « politics » as a product of these conflicts and territorial strategies over
time, and as a result this analysis can contribute to the elaboration of an ethnographic
theory of politics and economics.

The “State within the State” History, Migration and Sovereignties in the MontenegrinAlbanian Borderland
Jelena Tošić
Since the end of the 19th century the Albanian-Montenegrin borderland has been marked
by changing border regimes. The shifting late Ottoman frontier was overlaid by the new
hegemonic form of the nation-state border. The latter, almost hermetically closed in 1948
during the regime of Enver Hoxha, was reopened in 1990. Ulqin/Ulcinj – the Montenegrin
most southern and recent harbour (1878) with the Albanian (Muslim) minority representing
more than 70% of the population – has been a border town and a nodal point of migration
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throughout Ottoman times up to the present. Apart from its historically grounded and
revived kinship-based and economic ties with Albania (e.g. Shkodra and Durres) Ulqin/Ulcinj
has been a prominent site of Russian immigration during the last 25 years. This paper
ethnographically and comparatively explores how both the Albanian population and the
Russian migrants conceive Ulqin/Ulcinj as a “state within a state” and navigate (and even
profit from) the marginalization by the Montenegrin state. It shows how in spite of economic
(lack of investment in Ulqin/Ulcinj) and legal marginalization (restrictive citizenship for
Russian migrants) transnational ties to Albania/Kosovo and Russia enable a particular kind of
informal “sovereignty” in this border town (and its surroundings). Furthermore, on a
conceptual level the paper examines how the historical context of the (late Ottoman)
frontier strongly frames the present-day relation to the state and how it intersects with
contemporary transnational migratory patterns.
Here comes the state! Mobility infrastructure and the intermittence of the state in Quehui
island, Chile
Diego Valdivieso-Sierpe
This article will address the presence-absence of the state in a context marked by its
territorial complexities. Quehui Island, one of the more than 40 islands that form the
Archipelago of Chiloé in the south of Chile, it is only reachable by motorboats. This particular
type of technology of mobility enables the Chilean state and local government (based on
Castro, the capital of the province and localised in the main Island of the archipelago) to
implement their public policies and social programmes. One year of ethnographic fieldwork
traveling with state and local government agents carrying out indigenous developmental
programmes in Quehui, has allowed me to witness and reflect on the role of motorboats as
mediators between the presence-absence of the state and local government. Thinking about
a territory with challenging access, poor state infrastructure, and an irregular presence of
public institutions allows a deeper reflection on the symbolical representations of the state
assembled by ‘moving’ state agents and inhabitants of the territory through their everyday
cultural and political practices.

Session 2
Parallel state making in Mon State: Jurisdictional ambiguities, multiple authorities,
undisputed legitimacy
Annika Pohl Harrisson
Decades of armed conflict in South East Myanmar means that centrally governed state
institutions are absent in many, especially rural areas. Lack of trust in and fear of turning to
state courts and police with civil and criminal cases are rife among ethnic minorities. This has
not implied a vacuum of authority, however. Major Ethnic Armed Organizations (EAOs) have
for decades engaged in parallel state-makings, which among other state-like institutions,
includes a system of justice committees or courts. This paper explores state making and
justice provision in Mon state by the main EAO: The New Mon State Party (NMSP). A core
challenge for NMSP are the frontier areas, where they co-exist with other EAOs or with
Myanmar state institutions. Jurisdictional ambiguities and competition for authority in these
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areas reflect that what is a stake is not simply armed control and extraction, but also statemaking efforts that seek to create order and legitimate governance. What is controversial
for the NMSP is that permissible justice provision in the current ceasefire situation seems to
follow the ethnicity of a person, rather than a fence on the ground, or any secure territorial
jurisdictions. Borders and belonging are thus negotiable concepts and this makes state
making inherently fragile. Based on ethnographic fieldwork in 2016 and 2017 in NMSP
governed territory, the paper will explore practices, processes, objects, emotions and ideas
connected to state. Territory will be discussed ‘[…] not merely as the a priori attribute of the
state, nor only the product of official imaginings and interventions, but as the site, too, of
everyday practical and symbolic work’[…] (Reeves, 2010).

“The State is the Enemy”: The Spectre of ‘the Arab Spring’ on Lampedusa, Italy
Laust Lund Elbek
During the so-called Arab Spring in 2011, the Italian island of Lampedusa received significant
attention. Situated closer to Tunisia than mainland Italy, the island found itself in the midst
of a massive flow of undocumented migrants and refugees attempting to cross the
Mediterranean Sea into Europe. Lampedusa’s population temporarily tripled more or less
overnight when 20,000 young men from Tunisia arrived. While boat migrants had been
arriving on Lampedusa since the early 1990s, the Arab Spring became a ‘critical event’ (Das
1995) – not only on a political level, but also for Lampedusa’s 6,000 inhabitants. This was the
case partly because of the sheer number of refugees, but even more so because of how the
Lampedusans’ relation with the Italian state became reformulated. Lampedusa’s main
source of income is seasonal tourism, and the circulation of images of emergency and chaos
had a strong negative effect on the number of visitors to the island. This economic detriment
was accompanied by a perception that the state had sacrificed Lampedusa on the altar of
border management, and the Arab Spring thus became a prism through which the
Lampedusans make sense of their (negative) relation with central authorities. While tourism
has stabilized, the events of 2011 still loom as a ‘spectre’ (Navaro-Yashin 2012, Derrida
1994) and the fear that ‘2011 might happen again’ is ubiquitous. In political discourse,
notions of ‘invasion’ are often evoked in the description of boat refugees in the
Mediterranean. From a Lampedusan perspective, however, ‘the invader’ is a malevolent
state apparatus that has colonized the island for migration management purposes and thus
jeopardizing the economic foundation of local life. As one interlocutor put it, “since the Arab
Spring we have known that the state is the enemy”.

Contested Statehood in the Borderlands of the Contemporary Republic of Abkhazia:
Spatiality, Conflict and Abandonment
Mikel Venhovens
This paper focuses on the borderlands of the contemporary Republic of Abkhazia, a disputed
territory and partially recognized state situated north-west of the Republic of Georgia. I
would like to draw attention to the unique position that de-facto or partially recognized
states take within the debate on borders and borderlands. The insecure and anxious state in
which the borderlands are situated, both from a local perspective, national and geo-political
level, make these particular places deeply compelling. This as it can be argued that the
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borderlands of de-facto states are explicitly meant to be additionally ‘hard’ and immovable,
as the ‘insecure, unrecognized state of being’ makes it more important to stress the
existence, firmness and cohesiveness of the state. For these entities, there is an existential
need to express where one space begins and where another ends, often done by walls,
barbed wire, border control and other forms of tangible representations that carry on the
narrative of the state. On the other hand, there is Georgia, which carries out the narrative of
contested statehood as they see Abkhazia as an integral part of their nation state.
Negotiating these spaces seem to be impossible as the diffusion of where one nation state
begins and ends, is regarded as a threat directly pertained to both their collective identity
and existence. Furthermore, this difference in understanding what Abkhazia entails and how
this is being spatially negotiated, has significant consequences for the ethnic
Georgian/Mingrelian population living in the borderlands. They have to negotiate both their
way across the de-facto border and in turn their identity due to the newly installed border
regime with its accompanying (spatial) border devices. The border has almost literally cut
them off from Georgian society, friends, family and Georgian bureaucratic processes such as
pensions and healthcare. Not being able to participate actively in Georgian Society and being
treated as outcasts by Abkhazian society, the ethnic Georgian/Mingrelian minority living in
the Abkhaz borderlands are caught in the middle of the Abkhaz-Georgian conflict and find
themselves in a limbo.

Session 3
Negotiating sovereignty in the Bangladesh borderland: Understanding hegemonic notions of
security and protection from a grass-roots perspective
Nasrin Siraj and Ellen Bal
This paper draws on ethnographic field research from 2013 to 2014 in the Chittagong Hills of
Bangladesh. This part of the Bangladesh borderland, situated in the south-eastern margin of
the country and bordering the Indian states of Tripura and Mizoram, and Myanmar,
constitutes a highly militarized space. Since the emergence of Bangladesh as a sovereign
nation-state in 1971, this borderland has been marked by systematic marginalisation of the
local ethnic minorities, the implementation of a large-size population relocation programme
of Bengalis (the state’s majority population), and a low-intensity war between the politicalmilitary force of resistance of the minorities and the Bangladesh army (from 1974 to 1997).
Although an accord was formally signed in 1997 between the state and the political-military
resistance force to end the “war” in this state-periphery, the area is still under military
occupation. The daily lives of local inhabitants, whether “settlers” or “indigenous peoples”,
is severely impacted by the presence of the armed forces and border security. This paper
analyzes the interplay of state presence and interventions in the name of protection and
security, and the day-to-day lived realities of anxiety, precariousness and state-dependency
of the local inhabitants. The paper will argue that in the name of protection of the country’s
sovereignty, territory, border and its citizens, the state is in fact one of the key factors in the
production of insecurity, anxiety, distrust, ethnic-identity politics and clashes in this statemargin. In other words, this paper will confront the hegemonic version of sovereignty by
contrasting it with grass-root perspectives and experiences.
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Conflict Avoidance through Urban Landscapes at the Margins of Bulgaria: The Case of Three
Muslim Minority Cities
Cengiz Haksöz
As Lefevbre (1991) argues, social (re-)production of urban space is critical to the
reproduction of subordination-domination relationships. Thus, analyzing interactions
between space and society is important to understand power relations, such as social
(in)justices. Both dominant and subordinate groups use various and multiple symbols to
mark their domination, existence, and memory claims. Dominant groups usually have a
comparative advantage on the usage of “physical icons” to make their identities and claims
more visible through landscapes, such as memoryscapes (e.g. memorials), soundscapes (e.g.
call for prayers and church bells), religioscapes (e.g. mosques, shrines, and churches), and
linguascapes (e.g. street names and toponyms). However, minorities or non-dominant
groups may still produce “counter-meanings” in and around landscapes (DeCerteau1998).
Minorities are building landscapes to affirm their identities but doing so without openly
challenging the majority. In other words, these minorities express their cultural identity as
well as their local socio-political power without provoking a response from the majority.
Community expressions via landscape and use of landscape require different strategies
which can be explained by the politics of (in)visibilites and strategies of conflict avoidance.
Such strategies may be different during war and peace, and also different in conflict and
post-conflict settings. This study focuses on exploring minority strategies on the use of urban
landscapes in post-conflict settings. Instead of asking directly what are the causes of
conflicts, I investigate why, how, under what conditions and contexts people collectively
avoid conflicts in situations that the literature would lead one to expect the conflict to occur.
Based on 16-month ethnographic research, I analyze conflict avoidance as an everyday life
coping strategy in the margins of the Bulgarian state in three minority cities, namely
Kardzhali, Razgrad, and Smolyan.

The State and the Insurgent: Everyday life of ex-Maoist Seeking Legitimacy
Kaushik Vidushi
The Indian state ever since its formation has witnessed forms of contestations that question
a unified notion of nationhood. One such movement that has its roots in socio-economic
injustice, Naxalism, continues to posit questions regarding the nature of the neo-liberal state
and its development agenda. While the post-colonial Indian state had its vision of
‘development for all’, the laws of the state itself gradually led to exclusion of communities
away from the vision of inclusive development. Through the turn of decades, from Naxalism
to ‘Left-Wing Extremism’ the change in terminology indicates a change in the perception of
the conflict. From social justice to securitized development, the narrative has rationalized
the process of alienation of tribal communities by limiting their role in the democratic
process and hence creating new challenges for the state as well as the law.
While the state is embedded in a security-centric narrative, laws and policies for reformation
and rehabilitation enter into a direct conflict with democratic space. These challenges are
highlighted through a study of the Ex-Maoist cadres in Bastar, Chhattisgarh, India and their
everyday life after the process of ‘surrendering’. The act of surrender itself, binds the state
and law enforcement agencies into an agreement of providing ‘non-violent’ and democratic
spaces for negotiations on issues of injustice, equal access to resources and dignity. Through
ethnographic accounts of surrendered Maoists, the paper critically looks at the various
forms of negotiations encountered both, by the state (through its bureaucracy and law
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enforcement agencies) and the individual who has voluntarily moved from violent to nonviolent forms of dissent.
Stories of Hierarchies and Helplessness: the Gihembe Refugee Camp
Emily A. Lynch
In Rwanda, the site of multiple refugee camps, more than 60,000 Tutsi Congolese have
waited since 1997 to return to their homes in eastern Congo. North Kivu, their home, has
been an area of instability for nearly two decades, leaving refugees unable to return and not
welcome to remain in Rwanda. Governed officially by the United Nations High Commission
for Refugees, the Gihembe refugee camp lives with meager provisions for food and shelter,
and the pathways to repatriation or “the good life” from the camp feel impossible to the
people who live there. Based on extensive fieldwork, this paper explores refugees shifting,
contingent, and improvised understandings about "who gets to decide," their fate in exile,
and if they may return to Congo, stay in Rwanda and acquire citizenship, or to resettle to a
third country. Helplessness prevails in the Gihembe refugee camp, and rather than actively
mobilizing or engaging in formal "politics" through social media, market places and
economic forums, or military forces, refugees largely focus on enduring daily camp life.
Instead of politically organizing in any traditional sense, refugees understanding of political
engagement largely focuses on "keeping track" of how the hierarchy of sovereign powers
are formed in the everyday, and which powers most immediately influence their potential to
transform their current world in exile. This paper explores how Gihembe camp refugees
frame their "helplessness" as active relationships to the sovereign forces that dictate and
instruct their lives over the span of two decades sequestered to life in the camp.
Session 4
Spaces of Tolerance: Tracing the limits of deportability for Colombian migrants across
Ecuador’s territory
Sara Rizzotti
The study examines the spatial dimension of the deportation regime and the changing
experience of deportability for Colombian migrants across the Ecuadorian territory. Based
on ethnographic research it demonstrates how practices of migration control change
geographically within the Ecuadorian nation-state, creating a space of tolerance for the
Colombian undocumented population coinciding with the northern border regions, an area
where the effect of the FARC conflict has increased the presence of Colombians escaping
violence. Ethnographic exploration at the margins of the state demonstrates how the state
project it is not necessarily a unified one, everyday life for both state migration officials and
undocumented migrants being re-negotiated and taking alternative forms spatially. The
spatialization of deportation practices by creating an informal internal border within the
nation-state, defines the experience of Colombian undocumented migrants: their
relationship with the state and their trajectories and mobility as deportability travels across
margins and centre. Considering deportation as the ultimate rupture between state and
citizenship and acting as a symbol and mechanism for exclusion, the study shows how a
tendency towards non deportation, or the inability for the Ecuadorian state to deport in
border areas, informs on a different relationship between state and non-citizen, which if not
of definite rupture, is of an exclusion based on permanent destitution, privation from
accessing rights and of a permanent marginalization and condition of illegality. The study
also questions the dominant notion of ‘tolerance’ of certain states attitude towards irregular
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migration, which may be in fact systemic and reinforce migrants liminal situation, where san
papiers are structurally integrated in the shadow economies but symbolically and socially
excluded to the extent of becoming invisible.
Contested landscapes of exception: the case of Pibor, South Sudan
Claudio Todisco
In the so-called post-conflict situation that followed the peace agreements between the
government of Sudan and the Southern rebels in 2005, an international process of
peacekeeping and statebuilding was launched and eventually led to the independence of the
new state of South Sudan in 2011. This time of official ‘peace’, however, saw a new Southern
elite take over a widespread regime of violence and displacement which, rather than
representing the failure of state formation, coincided with its very expression and
spatialization, with the placet of the donor governments and the UN mission. The
perpetration of a fierce counterinsurgency campaign in Pibor, an area mostly inhabited by
the Murle people on the border with Southwestern Ethiopia, exposed some of the
contradictions of post-war reconstruction, until a new outbreak of war torn apart the
country by the end of 2013. Following a colonial occupation and Khartoum’s post-colonial
administration, the South Sudanese government-led persecution of the Murle, amidst
recurrent militia activities crafted as ethnic conflict, has induced these pastoralist people to
reinvent once again their practices of seasonal and transnational migration as strategies of
‘state evasion’. However, rather than a dichotomous ‘space of exception’ staging the mere
encounter of victims and perpetrators, Pibor is best understood as a contested landscape of
exception, where the presence of state actors, the international intervention and
paramilitary organizations have come side by side with and reshaped indigenous authority.

Navigating formations of sovereignty: shifting representations and alliances by community
police in Guerrero, Mexico
Merel de Buck
The interactions of multiple violent actors in Latin America increasingly challenge state
authorities and enable the emergence of new forms of political order. As such, political
landscapes are formed by multiple, overlapping, coexisting and sometimes competing claims
to sovereignty (Stepputat 2015). In this article, I address formations of sovereignty in the
state of Guerrero in relation to unfolding security and governing practices of the community
policing organization la Unión de Pueblos y Organizaciones del Estado de Guerrero [UPOEG].
Initially emerged to combat organized crime, the UPOEG developed into a pluricultural
organization dedicated to reorder municipalities according to indigenous-inspired modes of
governance. To carve out space for their political project, UPOEG navigated through political
landscapes made up of entanglements between state government, military, organized crime
and political networks. In the face of a myriad of audiences, UPOEG leaders employed
shifting registers of representation which proved spatial and temporal in nature. Sometimes
presenting themselves as civil society, sometimes imitating state forces, this article discloses
how the organization played with the distinction between state and society, understood as
integral to everyday political struggles over public authority. And within the waxing and
waning of conflicts, the organization forged temporal alliances with multiple actors to enable
their unstable accommodation throughout the region. Within the gaps and contradictions
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produced by competing claims to sovereignty, UPOEG employed creative capacities to
reconstitute regional order.
The impact of borderland tribes on the development of the international borderline
demarcation between Yemen and Saudi Arabia
Lisa Lenz
On the basis of an historic-anthropological bottom-up evaluation of the boundary dispute
between today’s Republic of Yemen and the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia, this paper discusses
the role of the borderland tribes in the negotiations of the international borderline that
started more than a century ago and continues until today. How have tribal societies on the
margins of the two new emerging nation states been involved in the border demarcation
processes, and how did they interfere in Saudi and Yemeni politics concerning the
construction and implementation of the border?
The present paper contributes an empirical insight into the wider field of border studies
based on historical documents from Yemen and Saudi Arabia on the tribal negotiations of
space, territory and their sovereign sphere of influence. Located at the margins of the nation
state, tribes of the borderland region in North Yemen and Southwest Saudi Arabia have
provided alternative forms of sovereignty, power and territorial authority to varying
degrees. They have been actively involved in the establishment, protection, and reshaping of
the international border for their own interests such as benefits from cross border
movements that often include trafficking of people, goods, weapons and drugs.
The analysis goes beyond the dualistic power-resistance dichotomy between local actors and
the nation state by demonstrating that the tribal societies altered not only their loyalties to
and engagement in either Yemen’s or Saudi’s government back and forth throughout history
but also their internal affiliations in the greater tribal confederations according to their own
interests and advantages.
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Panel 15 – Violent exchange and urban citizenship: transcending political and economic
anthropology in conflict studies
Conveners: Steffen Jensen and Morten Andersen
Dicussant: Michael Ulfstjerne, Aalborg University
Description: What characterizes the relationships between money and violence in urban
centers? Are they part of (violent) exchange relations? If so, how do these exchange
relations influence structures of inclusion and exclusion in relation to urban citizenship? For
poor urban residents in different parts of the world, belonging to the city is a process of
inclusion marked by violent engagements with authorities. Urban populations encounter a
variety of formal and informal authorities managing access to the city through different
exchanges and transactions, under a constant presence of violence, implied or realized.
Mutual agreements based on payments of money or services can lead to temporary peace
which, however, is easily interrupted by surges of violence when the balancing of
relationships and benefits is upset. In this panel, we explore what we call ‘violent exchanges’
between urban residents and policing authorities. With this concept we aim to capture the
interrelatedness of ‘violence’ and ‘corruption’, which are often considered separately, and
explore how violent exchanges animate urban citizenship. In this process we combine
notions of exchange, relationships and value production with questions about local authority
and governance, and questions about cities and the urban. The focus on violent exchange
allows us, we hope, to contribute to the emerging literature that transcends economic and
political anthropology which often compartmentalize money and violence respectively.
Contents:
1. Cleaning up Nairobi? Conflict and complicity in the everyday policing of street
trading – Brigitte Dragsted Mutengwa
2. ‘Corrupt Practices, Blurred Relations and Violent exchanges in the Congo (DRC)’ –
Anna Hedlund
3. Extrajudicial killings and problem of money: reflections from Manila – Steffen Jensen
4. Prison as Usual: Governing Prison through Violence and Collusion in Nicaragua –
Julienne Weegels
5. Heros, clients, thugs and ordinary men: Urban security in Beirut – Muzna Al-Masri
6. “Eyes, Ears and Wheels”: Police, Residents and Private Security Companies in Nairobi
– Francesco Colona
7. Embarrassing Encounters – unionizing on the outskirts – Kari Øygard Larsen
8. Authority Traversed – Morten Koch Andersen

Session 1
Cleaning up Nairobi? Conflict and complicity in the everyday policing of street trading
Brigitte Dragsted Mutengwa
For as long as Nairobi has been a city, municipal authorities have attempted to curb the
mushrooming of illegal street trading in the city center. Representations of street traders as
unwanted ‘dirt’ which must be ‘cleaned off’ the streets of the modern metropole resurface
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from colonial records, through 1970s urban planning initiatives to today’s local politics.
While such ‘clean-dirty’ representations of street traders lend themselves well to analyses of
exclusionist urban planning ideologies, everyday forms of policing in central Nairobi seem to
be conditioned as much by complicity as they are by conflict. On a daily basis, municipal
inspectorate officers and street traders exchange greetings and bribe-payments, negotiate
access to the urban space, and build long-term relationships with one another. When
looking more closely, forms of complicity can also be found in the same historical sources
which at first glance speak only of conflict. Based on archival material and recent
ethnographic fieldwork, this paper traces the productive tension between drives for a ‘clean’
city on the one hand and everyday mutual understandings on the other in the relationships
between street traders and inspectorate officers in central Nairobi. The attempt is to
historicize conflict and complicity in policing relations in order to trace forms of inclusion
and exclusion not only in space and social relationships, but also in time.
‘Corrupt Practices, Blurred Relations and Violent exchanges in the Congo (DRC)’
Anna Hedlund
This paper explores the relationship between money (or the lack of money) and violent
exchanges in the eastern Congo (DRC). Research has shown that the Congo has been a
center for violent kleptrocacy for over a hundred years and that local and foreign ‘leaders’,
military officials, and state representatives continue to ‘steal’ millions of dollars from the
Congolese population each year for their own personal pursuit, often by using violent
tactics. One angle of this violent exchange is the transnational dimension. Based on
fieldwork among foreign businessmen in Goma and Kinshasa in 2016 this paper explores the
transnational circuits of violence and of money/commodities. The paper takes its point of
departure in a particular case study; a diamond office in downtown Kinshasa and shows how
foreign businessmen form relationships with local state officials on day to day basis and how
such relations are part of a wider system of violent exchanges. As such, the paper grapples
with the relationships between state/agents and foreign traders and the way they engage in
bribery, patronage, kleptrocacy and other (corrupt) practices and how those involved
understand these relations.

Extrajudicial killings and problem of money: reflections from Manila
Steffen Jensen
The Philippines has seen an extraordinary increase in extrajudicial killings since President
Duterte has been sworn in in early 2016. Duterte legitimized the killings with reference to
the threats from crime and drugs. Following the initiation of the putative war, hundreds of
thousands of espeically poor, urban Filippinos have feared for their lives and have engaged
in a battle of renounciations against each other. While the war on drugs is extraordinary in
its violence, extrajudicial killings are not new in the Philippines. Couched in terms of national
salvation, the police have engaged in the practices of salvaging, emic term for police killings
at least since the Martial Law era. In this paper, I explore such practices historically and how
they have become part of exchange relations of a very different order, organized around
coruption. This historical analysis will then set the scene for how we must understand the
present-day killings as part of entangled relationships in the slums of Manila. This conceptual
analysis will feed into the overall theoretical ambition of understanding the relationship
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between violence as sovereign power and economic exchange. The analysis is based on
longterm fieldwork and engagements with local human rights organizations in a relocation
site called Bagong Silang or New Birth.

Prison as Usual: Governing Prison through Violence and Collusion in Nicaragua
Julienne Weegels
While the Nicaraguan prison system officially functions as a progressive privilege system
with a humanistic re-educational penal ideology advanced through its Penitentiary Law, its
prisons are in fact characterized by overcrowding, violence, and a desperate lack of
resources. Publicly, the government and national prison direction prides its humanistic
ideology of individual reform and social reinsertion. Yet under the pressure of a doubled
prison population and ever-expanding reports of human rights violations, no local and
international human rights organizations nor media outlets have been allowed to enter any
prison facility as of 2008. Inside prison, the persistent denial of public scrutiny translates to a
culture of public secrecy. Public secrets are secrets that are in fact “shared and known but
unspoken” (Taussig 1999: 50). They are hinted at through a veil of indirect confirmation:
warning, caution, omission, indirection and silence (Penglase 2009, 2014). Interested in
understanding what constitutes ‘prison as usual’, this paper seeks to grasp the intimate
relation between governance, violence, and collusion in the Nicaraguan prison system – a
relation managed and guarded as a public secret as it is revelatory of the shared nature of
power within the system. While prison is publicly projected to be governed solely by the
authorities through the privilege system, the facilities are neither exclusively governed
through this system nor by the authorities alone. Prisoners effectively participate in prison
governance as they order and govern their cells according to their own norms. Prisoners and
authorities moreover collude to make available particular prohibited and illegal goods inside
prison (such as cellphones and drugs), both reaping the economic benefits of such
collusions. Violence, in turn, appears to be deployed by both authorities and prisoners not
only as a governing tool and ordering mechanism, but also as safety-clip on the sharing of
power inside prison. Drawing from an extensive ethnographic engagement (2009-2016) with
prisoners and former prisoners of two prison sites, this paper explores the joint
(dis)organization of ‘prison as usual’ through the “violent exchanges” that authorities and
prisoners engage in to balance prison governance by effectively, yet secretly, sharing power.
Session 2
Heros, clients, thugs and ordinary men: Urban security in Beirut
Muzna Al-Masri
At the height of political division in Lebanon in 2008, employees of a privates security firm
‘Secure Plus’ occupied the streets of Beirut under the guise of protecting local residents and
with funding from businessman and political leader – soon to become prime ministers - Saad
Rafic Hariri. The operation of the security company was a well know secret in Beirut at the
time, and Hariri himself who financially supported the security firm that presented a novel
model of neoliberal security operation, championed in parallel a non-violent non-sectarian
discourse. In their operation, practical and resource driven motivation for the performance
of loyalty and engagement in violent exchanges is combined with acceptance of a rhetorical
and symbolic justification for the use of violence based on the ethos of honour and the need
to protect one’s own neighbourhood from sectarian threat. The result of this process was
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rupture along sectarian lines within the city. This paper discusses the interplay between and
multiplicity of factors at play in urban private policing and violent exchanges, including
cleintelisitic performances of loyalties, neoliberal management and discourses of nonviolence, historic legacies of honour and neighbourhood protection, and sectarian
antagonism.

“Eyes, Ears and Wheels”: Police, Residents and Private Security Companies in Nairobi
Francesco Colona
The sight of armed police personnel in vehicles that are clearly marked with the logos and
colors of private security companies is a common sight in Nairobi’s congested traffic. While
police is armed – usually with assault rifles – private security companies in Kenya are not
allowed to carry firearms. On the other hand, the logistic and financial problems of the
Kenyan National Police Service usually translates in a minimal availability – if at all – of cars
for patrolling and other assets to carry out regular police work. Based on one year of
ethnographic fieldwork in this paper I analyze several policing arrangements between the
police, private security companies and the residents of some neighborhoods in Nairobi. I pay
particular attention to the objects and materials deployed in these agreements and that
make them relevant for the different people involved. The widespread assumption and the
police’s own claim of ownership over security practices becomes possible mostly through
the intervention of residents’ associations and their assets and the intervention of private
security companies and their vehicles. The vehicles are crucial parts of these deals; they are
as central as guns to the policing of a territory. Thus, I suggest that the police in these
arrangements is (materially) enabled to do the policing, to be the owner of security
provision practices through these mundane objects provided by other parties. Ultimately, I
explore issues of citizenship by analyzing how in these arrangements, residents' relations to
the state are imagined and performed. I argue that cars, guns, money, and other devices
rather than merely facilitating they help to actively substantiate these relations.

Embarrassing Encounters – unionizing on the outskirts
Kari Øygard Larsen
In an attempt to stop the violence between commercial motorbike riders and the police, a
group of young, male motorbike riders living on the outskirts of the Liberian capital
Monrovia, have started a union. Taking this as my empirical point of departure and focusing
on the emic notion of ‘embarrassment’, I will discuss how the unionizing can be understood
not only as an effort to formalize and control their encounters with the police, but can also
be seen as an attempt to become ‘good citizens’ and escape the stigma they have in the
Liberian society. As such, I will explore how claims to citizenship are negotiated in the
encounters and exchanges between police and policed, which are often marred by violence.
In search for inclusion, ‘justice’ and ‘human rights’ the riders constantly seek to formalize
their union through various practices of self-policing (of borders and behavior) and the
production of symbols. However, in the process of seeking social recognition the riders often
face challenges, and their many negotiations with the police often fail, manifesting their
stigma and producing embarrassment.
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Authority Traversed
Morten Koch Andersen
My paper take departure in a struggle over property, more specifically access to property in
a bosti, slum area, of Dhaka. Looking closely at the event will highlight not just the drama of
the violent encounter but also a variety of exchange relations between people within the
slum. These relations include extractions and transactions, based in the use, readiness and
availability, of violence, implied and realized, which exposes the practice of authority and
distils positions and (uneven) power configurations, both formally and informally, that
defines and delimits citizenship, or notions of citizenship. I argue the event traverses and
questions typical distinctions between citizen and authority, analysing authority as an
unstable, yet unified entity within the boundaries of the binary division between the formal
and the informal. It shows how the position of the citizen, likewise is unstable, since the
avenues for rights claims or arbitration is delimited by the exchange relationship with the
authoritative figure and his/hers ( traversed) role and legitimacy and the position of the
claimant. This is an everyday story; it is about a police officer that acts as a mastaan, local
strongman, governing property in the bosti which in course of exercising control and access,
commits violence. Exposing power relations, it shows how authority works in practice and
how exchanges, is circumscribed by violence that delimits opportunities for settlement and
citizenship when agency is negate. I conclude that citizenship and citizenship claims are
blurred and ambiguous, uneasy to enact when the excercise of authority appear all
encompassing and concluding from the perspective of the victim, leaving settlement distant
and reserved for those recognised and accepted within a structure of justice.
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Panel 16 – Cancelled
Panel 17 – Cancelled
Panel 18 – The radical – hero or frightening other?
Conveners: Nerina Weiss, Mette-Louise Johansen & Therese Sandrup
Description: Given multiple understandings and enactments of radicalization as well as their
changing nature in time and space (Sedgwick 2010) we are highly critical to the common use
of radicalization as an analytical approach to violent extremism and terrorism. We argue that
notion of the radical is not only employed in the terrorism/democracy dichotomy, but is
equally framed in terms of politics, resistance, justice and victimhood, and as inherently
democratic. Understandings of radicalization and the radical have not only evolved
historically, but are heavily influenced by geopolitical events and partly constituted by
transnational discourses.
Contents:
1. Unfreezing the “Other”: Collective Trauma e Psychological Warfare over the
Nagorno-Karabakh Rivalry – Francesco Trupia
2. Citizen versus State: Radical Citizens of Pakistan – Rao Nadeem Alam and Waqas
Goraya
3. State responses to the moral outrage of the other – Mette-Louise Johansen
4. The Islamist Radical in retrospect: the emergence of conflicting notions of morally
outrageous actions – Therese Sandrup
5. The good radicals: Ethnographic reflections on the Kurdish fight against IS – Nerina
Weiss

Unfreezing the “Other”: Collective Trauma e Psychological Warfare over the NagornoKarabakh Rivalry
Francesco Trupia
This paper aims to unravel the Nagorno-Karabakh rivalry between Armenia and Azerbaijan
by taking into account an alternative prospective left currently out from roundtables and
peacekeeping operations. Instead of paying attention on the OSCE-Mink’s strategy and
various political attempts to “unfreeze” the regional conflict, the paper will provide
conceptual and theoretical underpinnings of the role of collective trauma and historical
imaginary within Armenian and Azerbaijani realms, in order to point out how the “Other
question” may be performing when the two-decades-war will be hopefully over. My analysis
will focus the role of historical memory that has been shaping an inability to “forgive-andforget” among Armenians and Azerbaijanis. I claim that cluster of emotions, social prejudices
and perceptual distortions are wrongly shaping historical and collective imaginary of the
“Other-side”, which seems in turn to be driven and constantly controlled by ruling élites in
both Caucasian Republics involved in undertaking a negative status quo over the longest
conflict in the post-Soviet orbit. From a critical point of view, I argue that the difficulties to
definitely resolve the conflict in Nagorno-Karabakh should not be only explained through a
political or military approach, but ought to be deeply described from an interdisciplinary
prospective of unfreezing the “Other-ness”.
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Hence, what is to be forgotten from the wrenching past and how to deal with? How will the
figure of the “Other” – no matter whether Armenian or Azerbaijani – affect the post-conflict
scenario currently negated by cultural prejudices and political propaganda in Armenia and
Azerbaijan?

Citizen versus State: Radical Citizens of Pakistan
Rao Nadeem Alam and Waqas Goraya
This paper will present the forms, expressions, manifestations and experiences of radical
reactions by the citizens of Pakistan against state organs, particularly political and religious
extremists and power-mongers. This paper is based on the recent event of abduction of few
‘radical’ bloggers and Facebook pages admins in Pakistan. Co-author of this paper is one of
those abducted and tortured individuals; hence this text is embedded in a lived experience
rather than an observed fieldwork. This descriptive study uses anthropological lens.
Methodologically it is an inductive grounded theory approach, which aims at theorizing of
human-rights and new-media nexus where citizenry is questioned and claimed. It narrates
the events in a chronological manner where different forms of ‘radical’ were expressed as
participatory; rather emancipatory citizenry. Consequently the multivocality of the ‘radical’
was questioned as violation of state-citizen relations and an attempt to ‘mute’ the ‘voice’ of
radical was made (abduction of bloggers). These citizens were ‘voices’ of human-rights and
were denied their rights, they were tortured and blamed of blasphemy. This paper narrated
the events and actors before presenting the critical analysis culminating in theorization of
the new forms of citizenry in Pakistan. Blasphemy in Pakistan is punishable by law, a hot
subject for media talk-shows, tool to victimize opponents and a life-threatening label if one
is accused of it. This context and pretext make it a complex arena where ‘radical’ is a multivocal and potent term.

State responses to the moral outrage of the other
Mette-Louise Johansen
This article explores current processes of counter-radicalization in the Danish welfare state. I
focus particularly the moral aspect of the interventions and their aim to regulate and
transform the moral outrage of the Other. The article builds on eight months of
ethnographic fieldwork among the police in the so-called “Aarhus Model”, which is a local
Danish counter-radicalization program carried out by the Crime Preventive Section in
Denmark’s second city, Aarhus. I explore the tropes of “individual value transformation” in
state securitization procedures. The Aarhus Model is an extended welfare project which
consists of a variety of interventions that seek to equip “the radical” (the target group) with
a “good-enough life” in the Danish society (Bertelsen 2013, 2015). The rationality behind this
intervention is that a good-enough life will lead to a feeling of belonging in the Danish
society and counter potential home-grown terrorism or excessive violence directed toward
the Danish society. The target group is offered accommodation, education, employment and
a range of social and economic services provided to the individual and his or her family.
Inherent in this process is the objective to obtain a radical transformation of the
perspectives and practices of the target group, and in this way to reform, “modify”,
substitute and sometimes even reverse fundamental individual moral values and beliefs.
However, as this puts the police in a very difficult position of balancing the fine line between
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mind policing and the prevention of terror attacks, it is imbued with hesitation and selfreflection. Building on Waldenfels’ notion of responsivity, I seek to explore the nature of
state reactions to the moral outrage of the Other, the “answerability” of the state, and the
basic ambiguities and uncertainties that mark the practices of local state officials in this
context (Waldenfels 2011).

The Islamist Radical in retrospect: the emergence of conflicting notions of morally
outrageous actions
Therese Sandrup
This paper builds on a year-long multi-sited fieldwork on different arenas and among
different people involved in, and targeted by, state counter-radicalization strategies. As my
empirical point of departure I started following court cases under the, at that time (2015),
newly expanded anti-terrorism article in the Norwegian general civil penal code. I will
compare my notes from the accused’s own stories of why they chose to travel to Syria with
the perspectives of state prosecutors, local police officers, municipal frontline workers and
other groups in the civil public. Understandings of what is considered as legitimate outrage,
as well as whom to be labeled as an “outsider” (seen as a rule breaker) is under continuously
change; both within and between groups. By taking moral outrage as a starting point, I will
explore the social and political construction of “the radical” and through this analytical lens
look at what kind of discourses that can emerge from conflicting notions of the morally
outrageous.

The good radicals: Ethnographic reflections on the Kurdish fight against IS
Nerina Weiss
Theoretically, the paper will provide a critique of radicalization as an analytical term, and
proposes a turn towards radicalization as the object of our research (Johansen, Sandrup and
Weiss in progress). Understanding discourses of radicalization as contextual and grounded in
time and space, this paper explores what it means to be designated or not designated as
radical(ized). Empirically the paper takes its point of departure in long-term ethnographic
research with Kurdish activists in Turkey and Norway, as well as interviews with Nordic
foreign fighters in Europe. It explores the political and social context in which mobilization to
the Kurdish fight against IS is situated. Fighters, who have joined the Kurdish ranks in Syria
and Iraq, and who have fought against IS, have been portrayed as heroes in European media.
Laws that forbid foreign fighting have not been effectuated against this group of fighters,
and law makers of several countries have publicly excepted those fighting with the Kurds
from prosecution upon their return (see for example NOU 2015:4). However, as the
geopolitical picture is changing, their status as legitimate fighters, is about to change. How
then, do pro-Kurdish activists and not least those who fought, fight, or plan to fight with
Kurdish forces navigate the political and legal field in Europe, and how is the Kurdish struggle
against IS legitimized?
Panel 19 – Border practices of inclusion and exclusion
Conveners: Perle Møhl and Monika Weissensteiner
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Description: Borders and the practices through which they are erected and maintained,
facilitate the crossing of certain people, goods and capital while hindering that of others.
Border practices are thus central for understanding processes of inclusion and exclusion.
Indeed, as outlined in the conference theme, “the boundaries between unpredictable
outsiders and to-be-protected insiders must be guarded and reaffirmed” when security
becomes an ordering principle.
In this panel we wish to address 1) processes of inclusion and exclusion as they unfold
through border practices and the (inter)action of particular actors, technologies and forms
of knowledge; 2) the sorts of broader conflicts that produce and are incorporated into
increased calls for, and practices of, border security, and 3) the dilemmas,
(mis)understandings, negotiations, solutions, and conflicts that emerge out of such
“filtering” practices and that aim to both facilitate (include) and contrast (exclude).
In order to encourage interaction and dialogue, the panel is based on short pre-distributed
papers. Each presentation will consist of a resume’ presentation by the author and a
dialogue with a discussant. Questions and comments from the audience will be collected
along the away. The panel will include with a longer general discussion of all the
presentations.
14:00-15:30 - Room C 3.07
Intro (Perle and Monika)
1. Mitigate Securitization and Criminalization on the Egyptian-Israeli Borderland - Nir
Gazit
2. The configuration of Spoofers and Biometrics in the Border world Kristina –
Grünenberg
3. Identity, crude data and narrative at the border - Perle Møhl
Collecting questions
15:30-16:00 Coffee break
16:00-17:30
4. Frontera Combustible: Conceptualising sovereign powers through the experiences of
petrol smugglers on Colombia's border with Venezuela - Charles Beach
5. Security delivery through selective deregulation: Evictability and the racialized
governing of urban space - Huub van Baar
Final discussion
Session 1
Mitigate Securitization and Criminalization on the Egyptian-Israeli Borderland
Nir Gazit
The increased securitization and militarization of contemporary borders have received
growing attention from journalists, activists, and scholars. The focus of this attention is often
on formal border policies and on the consequences of fencing, surveillance technologies,
and violence in controlling the border. Far less attention has been given to the logics of
action of military border guards and to their actual conduct during border control missions.
The following paper investigates two interconnected military logics—securitization and
criminalization—as they implemented by military forces on the border. Based on
ethnographic fieldwork conducted between 2012 and 2014 along a section of the IsraeliEgyptian border, as well as off-site interviews with Israeli soldiers who were stationed along
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this border, media reports, and court affidavits, the analysis demonstrates the
complementary nature of these logics. Dedicating special attention to the interactions
between Israeli soldiers and other groupings at the border (i.e. local inhabitants, irregular
migrants, smugglers, and Egyptian security forces), I posit that the ambiguities experienced
by the soldiers at the border are translated to a unique hybrid civilian-military operational
mindset – a mitigated and integrated version of the two operational logics. While the
analysis concentrates on the implantation of this mindset at the micro-level, as experienced
and practiced by ground-level military forces, it also discusses the interplay between the
institutional settings and formal policies orienting the behavior of soldiers and the informal
practices develop in the field. Consequently, it concludes that while governmental policies
bring to increase securitization of borders, other logics of action may mitigate this tendency.

Identity, crude data and narrative at the border
Perle Møhl
Based on ethnographic fieldwork among border control agents at a Schengen border point,
the paper explores the linkages and dissociations between human and computer intelligence
work in the daily operation of border control where voyagers are profiled, their IDs verified
and their intentions scrutinized. In accordance with the critique of a trend in research on
surveillance systems that sees ”big data”, data base networks and the production and
storing of ”data doubles” (Lyon 2007, 2014) as impenetrable ”black boxes” operating in faraway centres of computerized algorithmic intelligence (Andrejevic & Gates 2014; Tsianos &
Kuster 2016), my analysis takes an ethnographic approach to the practical work of border
control agents. And on the floor where borders are erected and maintained on a daily basis,
surveillance, control and data base consulting are indeed very practical and mundane
matters, constantly articulated and made apparent to the anthropologist through direct
sensory, verbal and affective encounters, negotiations and construction of narratives. The
filtering at the border is thus to a large extent produced through direct human interaction,
intelligence and profiling, and concerns imagined pasts and projected futures of voyagers,
scenarios for which data doubles and “IDentity” constitute only the crude starting points.
The configuration of Spoofers and Biometrics in the Border world
Kristina Grünenberg
As terror threats and migration flows towards Europe are increasingly addressed as two
sides of the same coin, European governments have attempted to refine their ways of
regulating and understanding the nature of these movements and identifying the people on
the move. One way of doing this is through the implementation of biometric technologies in
different places of the ‘border world’ and the reliance on their ability to identify and verify
peoples identities as well as enabling search and match processes through large EU
databases. The technologies drawn upon - such as facial, voice and vein recognition, digital
fingerprinting and a host of other upcoming technologies are developed by researchers
across Europe, who continuously work towards improving a one to one relation between
databases/ID’s and the body parts they rely upon and making sure that they cannot be
circumvented by people (spoofers), who try to cheat the systems. Departing in ethnographic
fieldwork undertaken at international security and research conferences and workshops
(focusing on migration flows and biometric technologies), as well as in biometric researcher
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and developer labs, this paper explores: a. the configuration of the potential spoofer
emerging across these sites, and b. how these configurations shape the forms of knowledge
and notions of inclusion/exclusion built into biometrics and shape their development and
deployment in the border world.
Session 2
Frontera Combustible: Conceptualising sovereign powers through the experiences of petrol
smugglers on Colombia's border with Venezuela
Charles Beach
In the Colombian border city of Cúcuta, a large percentage of the economy is informal; a
significant proportion of that is related to the sale of petrol bought cheaply across the
border in Venezuela. The Maduro-led, Venezuelan government perceives this informal
economy as a threat to its Bolivarian revolution and when diplomatic negotiations between
the two countries fail, the border is formally closed by Venezuelan forces. This leaves
Colombo-Venezuelan families separated and economic enterprises impeded. At the same
time the Colombian government forces like POLFA (Policia Fiscal y Aduanera. Fiscal and
Customs Police) either turn a blind eye to informal economies or is impotent to stop them.
My research focuses mainly on Pimpineros, the informal vendors of petrol named after the
five gallon jerry-cans called Pimpinas, whose family livelihoods are challenged by regulated
petrol imports from Venezuela and sporadic border closures. While looking at how
Pimpineros experience, negotiate and interact with the various sovereign powers present in
the borderlands, I ask how these encounters are aggregated into a workable and lived
notion of a sovereign state. Further to this, the research looks at links between Guerrilla
demobilisation and the rise of BACRIMS (Bandas Criminales Emergentes, emerging criminal
gangs) involved in the petrol trade, while also using notions of “economic war” and “gang
war” to shine light on how legalistic definitions of peace and conflict manage to both include
and exclude those engaged in the informal economy. Through all of this run the narratives of
discrete, homogeneous groups and categories. Be those non-state/state, formal/informal,
and peace/conflict. This research aims to show how ethnographic refusal counters these
narratives and dichotomising categories.

Security delivery through selective deregulation: Evictability and the racialized governing of
urban space
Huub van Baar
This paper continues the debate that I have started in a recent paper published in the
journal Antipode (vol. 49, no. 1, 2017) and in which I have argued that, in border and
migration studies, we have to continue the discussion about and conceptualization of
practices of bordering beyond the borders of territorialized nation states and, thus, beyond
methodological nationalism. Accordingly, I have proposed to de-nationalize the concept of
deportability that Nicholas De Genova (2002) has introduced to define the possibility of
being removed from the space of the nation-state and to address the involved processes of
differential exclusion, exploitation and precariousness, often through practices of
securitization.
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Alternatively, I have introduced the notion of ‘evictability’ that, more generally, defines the
possibility of being removed from a sheltering place and that addresses, for instance, the
politics of fear and security that are involved in neoliberal mechanisms of governing urban
populations along the lines of class and race. I will mobilize this conceptual modification to
understand contemporary racializing technologies of citizenship and to shed light on the
delivery of ‘security’ through what Peck and Tickell (2007) have called ‘selective
“deregulation”’. This deregulation points to a selective temporary or more permanent form
of outsourcing or privatization in which local governments shift their social responsibility for
delivering social and public security to private actors (housing corporations, private security
companies and the like) who, in actual fact, increase the precariousness and evictability of
the involved ‘irregularized’ citizens. I will discuss several practices of (threats to being)
eviction and the securitization of urban space regarding the Roma in East Central Europe,
the Czech Republic and Slovakia in particular, where I have done fieldwork over the last
three years to analyze the relationship between security professionals, local authorities,
Roma and activists.
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Panel 20 – The Politics of Critical Security Research
Conveners: Ana Ivasiuc
Discussant: Rivke Jaffe
Description: Security discourses naturalise and legitimise the status quo through the
construction of outsiders as threats to established political, economical, social and moral
orders. Researching ‘security’ in our days of growing insecurity is thus far from being
ethically light. The making of ‘security’ rests upon processes of identity construction and
dynamics of inclusion and exclusion which demand relentless reflection and vigilant rigour
on the analytic frames and concepts academics appropriate in their research, in order to
avoid the uncritical reproduction of exclusionary security talk and its naturalised frames.
One must carefully ponder the analytical, but also political risks of utilising in research
establishment-sanctioned categories such as ‘terrorism’, ‘refugee crisis’, ‘illegal immigrant’,
so pervasive in contemporary securitarian discourses. One crucial aspect in this intellectual
vigilance is a lucid analysis of the power to define threats, and of the power of definitions to
exclude people labeled as potential threats.
Contents:
1. Emergent Histories and Historiography of the Margins – Marija Dalbello
2. Spaces of exception and spaces of normality. A critical analysis of the framing of
Muslim Mindanao, the Philippines – Jeroen Adam
3. Challenges and Pitfalls in Ethnographies of the Political - Some Thoughts on Field
Research on Difficult Terrain – Alexandra Schwell
4. Gender, Security, and Ethics in Asymmetrical War: The Case of Palestinian Citizens of
Israel – Amalia Sa’ar
5. Anti-Migration as State Politics in the Lack of Immigration: How the International
Political Economy of Hungary's Anti-Migration Stance Produces a Trap for Human
Rights Arguments – Agnes Gagyi
6. An Anthropological View of Securitization? The Politics of Critical Security Research –
Ana Ivasiuc
Session 1
Emergent Histories and Historiography of the Margins
Marija Dalbello
The proposed paper addresses a critical space in which histories-as usual and emergent
histories could engage in self-reflexive examination and how historians could participate in
disentanglements of the constructions of outsiders in historical scholarship. Critical history
approaches with historians writing history from the margins and reading the archives
“against the grain” have shown the productive power of the margins in the recovery of
histories from negative or liminal spaces. Working in that tradition, the proposed paper will
exemplify how naturalized and legitimized “security discourses” were created around
outsiders as threats in the context of migration in the United States during the progressive
era (1890-1920) – as a productive site for studying the multiple modalities of immigrants as
potential threats to society. During that period, the episodes of Roma deportations from Ellis
Island in particular have been refracted as comedic vignettes in subsequent histories-as
usual. These episodes replicate a conventional construction of “Gypsy” as an object of
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knowledge and the categorizations of beggars, vagrants, mendicants that reproduce
exclusionary categorizations in the longue durée (cf. 1538 edition of Liber
Vagatorum prefaced by Martin Luther as one such cultural artifact). They represent the
continuity in the treatment of Roma as an anomalous historical subject. The paper will
engage in reading two types of “archives”: (1) the conventional archives and contemporary
media and (2) histories-as usual. The reading itself stands as an intervention demonstrating
the potential of emergent histories and historiographies of the margins.
Spaces of exception and spaces of normality. A critical analysis of the framing of Muslim
Mindanao, the Philippines
Jeroen Adam
This presentation starts from the premise that any form of critical security research should
start from a careful and systematic analysis about the discourses of place making and
identity making that underlie any type of intervention aimed at enhancing security. We will
illustrate this process by referring the dominant framing of Muslim Mindanao, the
Philippines. It will hereby be illustrated how a border is constantly being drawn between
Muslim Mindanao as an exceptional space of violent conflict versus the rest of the
Philippines. Next, it will be argued that this drawing of a boundary is closely linked to a
particular cultural framing of this space. We will briefly point at two issues here. First, a
particular representation exists of Muslim Mindanao as being defined by a feudal, premodernity. A second representation - supposedly revealing its uniqueness in contrast to the
rest of the Philippines - is the systematic stress on the ‘stateless’ character of this region and
its population. A claim is hereby being made about Muslim Mindanao as a region marked by
a distinct cultural and pre-modern identity wherein formal state institutions are met with
indifference and even outright hostility. Most importantly however, the systematic framing
of Muslim Mindanao as a space of exception, hereby defined by a pre-modern and wild
feudalism serves as a specific discursive framing makes this region ‘intervenable’ by a set of
external actors and institutions, bypassing any form of democratic sovereignty.
Challenges and Pitfalls in Ethnographies of the Political - Some Thoughts on Field Research
on Difficult Terrain
Alexandra Schwell
Ethnographies of the political confront specific problems. State agencies such as the police
or ministries set up obstacles for field access, both regarding formal access and informal
trust-building. Reasons are manifold, reaching from secrecy as organizational feature from
outspoken mistrust towards dissenters. Ethnographies in bureaucracies and state
institutions allow for insights into everyday practices and discourses within this traditionally
“difficult terrain”, and the assemblages that they are part of. State agencies tend to appear
like monolithic blocks that seek to stay inaccessible; hence the ethnographic gaze behind the
curtains of these agencies bears specific challenges for both research and reflection.
This paper seeks to scrutinize the challenges, pitfalls, but also possible leeway that
ethnographers are facing in state agencies. Field research does not only begin when field
access has been accomplished, but the way secretive institutions react towards
ethnographers is telling; therefore, it is already an important part of the research process.
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What can we learn from the various ways such institutions try to keep us out and how they
react to us as ethnographers? How can we make such obstacles fruitful for research?

Session 2
Gender, Security, and Ethics in Asymmetrical War: The Case of Palestinian Citizens of Israel
Amalia Sa'ar
For critical scholars of societies in intractable conflicts, the Palestinian citizens of Israel
provide a poignant insight into the fallacies of National Security. A national minority
identified with the state's most direct enemies, they are labeled and treated as a threat. At
the same time, they suffer multiple vulnerabilities, notably high poverty rates,
discrimination, and under-development of their segregated residential areas. Compared to
Jewish citizens, they receive nearly zero defensive facilities against wartime attacks (no
shelters, emergency units, etc.). Concomitantly, their communities are swamped with
criminal activities, littered with unlicensed weapons, and suffer soaring rates of lethal
injuries among civilians; yet the police consistently turns a blind eye. And they face direct
state aggression, in the form of home demolitions, disproportional incarceration rates,
intensified surveillance, and political persecutions. The paper will use ethnographic
vignettes, which are part of a research project carried simultaneously, with a nationally
mixed team, among Palestinian and Jewish citizens in border communities. Juxtaposing the
dramatically distinct experiences and perceptions of security among these two populations
directs a spotlight to some underlying assumptions regarding analytical and ethical
distinctions between threatened and threatening subjects, which are not often
problematized in the scholarly discourse of security. Topics include the political significance
of analytical boundaries (namely the decision to include Palestinian and Jewish citizens in
the same project), dilemmas regarding Jews researching Palestinians and vice versa, and the
intrusive effect of ethnographic research in the super-sensitive case of security among
minorities.

Anti-Migration as State Politics in the Lack of Immigration: How the International Political
Economy of Hungary's Anti-Migration Stance Produces a Trap for Human Rights Arguments
Agnes Gagyi
Since 2010, Hungary's conservative government is building an authoritative-corporatist
regime, where the interests of national capital, the interests of a 'national' industrial working
class flexibilized to serve the needs of transnational industrial plants, and the interests of
unemployed reserve labor, locked in rural pockets of poverty where it competes with Roma
people in even more precarious positions for state aid, are bound together ideologically in
the name of "national interest". As ongoing social polarization strains the political legitimacy
of the regime, campaigns over security threats by migration are brought to the core of the
regime's legitimation mechanism.
Within that context, the paper focuses on a particular paradox of interventions challenging
the anti-migration discourse: due to the particular junction between Hungary's subordinate
position towards European capital, its extreme openness and neoliberalism after the regime
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change, and the consequent internal delegitimation of messages of Europeanization and
“democratization", human rights messages came to work as political support for the right
wing. Good-willing interventions by international and local actors only reinforce those
effects, by activating the key triggers on which the government's right-wing rhetoric is built.
Based on examples from various scales of social interactions in the '2015 summer of
migration", and examples of experts’ interventions, the paper will explore that particular
trap.

An Anthropological View of Securitization? The Politics of Critical Security Research
Ana Ivasiuc
The birth of critical security studies is commonly thought to be the Copenhagen School
theorization of securitization, as social construction of threats. In the nineties, this
constructivist approach renewed international relations from within, challenging the realist
strand in which security issues were rather seen as unquestioned realities. This approach
allowed for deeper forms of analysis on how security problems emerge and are negotiated
within societies by state and non-state actors. Nevertheless, this welcome renewal of
security studies paralleled the emergence of the security paradigm—the multiplication and
diffusion of security issues within Western societies. As such, it can itself be seen as a
symptom of the rise of the security paradigm. While extremely useful in deconstructing
security issues, I argue that securitization theory fails to account for the bigger picture—the
rise of the security paradigm itself. I advocate for a theorization of securitization which can
deconstruct the very terms on which security has become a productive tool. Thus, I argue for
the need to go beyond both the philosophical approach of securitization (through speech act
theory, as formulated by the Copenhagen School), and the sociological approach of
securitization (through the interests and politics of security actors, as conceptualized by the
Paris School), and develop an anthropological view of securitization, able to deconstruct the
particular assumptions on which security issues are framed and negotiated by actors.
Simultaneously, I will outline the particular politics of such critical security research, leading
towards a public anthropology of security.
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Panel 21 – Sacralizing Security: Postsecular Pathways of Religion, Violence and Protection
Conveners: Martijn Oosterbaan
Description: Studies about religion and security generally focus on religious terrorism and
religious fundamentalism and center on the questions if and under what circumstances
orthodoxy engenders violent action or can lead to peaceful initiatives and reconciliation.
While these are important questions, we encounter a host of other conjunctions between
religion and security that remain somewhat underexplored. In many places around the
world, state and non-state security organizations and individuals regularly make use of or
are identified by religious doctrines, practices and imageries. Vigilante groups, criminalized
gangs and militias frequently cultivate relations between their daily practices and
transcendental forces that sustain their status, community and power and are thought to
protect them from harm. Likewise, state security forces may not be regarded as ‘religious’ by
the outside world – for instance in presumed secular contexts – but nevertheless engage in
sacralizing activities that seek to enhance divine protection or demonize adversaries. This
panel aims to discuss the intersecting pathways between religion, violence and protection
with a postsecular perspective in mind, going beyond approaches that picture the relation
between religion and security as causal or dichotomous.
Contents:
1. Rituals of Democratizing Leadership in Peacebuilding – Mike Klein
2. ‘Arrested by God’: Neo-Pentecostalism and armed struggle in the Niger Delta,
Nigeria – Davide Casciano
3. Sacralized Performances of Political Conflict in Religious Hardliners’ and Pluralist
Activists’ Struggles to Secure The(ir) Nation in Democratizing Indonesia – Yatun
Sastramidjaja
4. Pan-Islamism and the Concept of the Umma in the Lectures of Hussayn al-Huthi –
Alexander Weissenburger

Rituals of Democratizing Leadership in Peacebuilding
Mike Klein
The annual May Day Parade - produced by In the Heart of the Beast Theater - emerged as a
protest of the US War in Vietnam in 1975 and has continued for more than four decades as a
pageant expressing community hopes and concerns. The real work of May Day, however, is
in the development of participant agency through the communal, democratic work that
produces the parade each year. Creative tensions between structure and agency are
employed by the theater’s democratizing leadership to cultivate orthodoxies of belief and
orthopraxies of process that address pressing social concerns and explore community-based
solutions. This institutional ethnography of a peacebuilding theater - in the pre-conflict
society of the US - explores rituals of inclusion in post-secular democratic community
development. Ritual theory frames this case study of sacralizing community leadership,
promoting participant voice, decision-making, and collective action as tripartite skills of
democratic resilience in order to resist neoliberal corporatism. Grassroots, participatory
democracy is prescribed as an antidote to the domination of autocratic institutions and
regimes and as hope for human security grounded in community resilience.
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‘Arrested by God’: Neo-Pentecostalism and armed struggle in the Niger Delta, Nigeria
Davide Casciano
My paper explores the role played by Neo-Pentecostal Christianity in the violent conflict of
the Niger Delta (Nigeria). Since the beginning of crude oil exploitation in the Niger Delta by
Shell, Chevron, ENI/NAUS and other oil companies, an increasing pattern of robberies,
kidnappings and violence committed by chronically unemployed youth, called ‘freedom
fighters’, ‘militants’ or ‘cultists’has turned Niger Deltainto a ‘red zone’, not only for
expatriates, but also for local citizens. Because of the risks involved, no fieldwork has been
conducted in the area since 2009; moreover, even if in terms of adherents Nigerian NeoPentecostalism is second only to the United States, no one has studied the role it plays in the
crisis. Drawing on examples from my doctoral fieldwork in Port Harcourt in 2016, I aim to
show how Churches operate both in line and in partial dissimilarity with the peace efforts
made by the State. While Neo-Pentecostals, like the State, have always been against the
‘cults’ or the ‘militants’, they also offer an alternative way of rescuing people, transforming
them in being ‘born-again’. Neo-Pentecostal rhetoric and practices performed by pastors
and activists provide common ground to promote a non-violent and spiritual alternative to
the armed struggles and toward prosperity for many disappointed youth. Finally, the paper
address how, in a context of everyday life insecurities for both ex-‘militants’ and ‘civilians’,
Neo-Pentecostalism provides a restored sense of protection, divine planning and social
interactions in order for its adherents to feel safe again.
Sacralized Performances of Political Conflict in Religious Hardliners’ and Pluralist Activists’
Struggles to Secure The(ir) Nation in Democratizing Indonesia
Yatun Sastramidjaja
Recently, Indonesia is again making global headlines due to the apparent growing political
influence of hardline Islamist movements, as attested by mass demonstrations around the
gubernatorial elections in Jakarta. The sight of hundreds of thousands of hard-hitting
Islamists amassing in the capital city – waging jihad against the “secular threat” represented
by the incumbent governor’s alleged blasphemy – rings alarm bells in Indonesia, too,
especially among civil society activists who fear a far-reaching setback in their struggle for a
civilized democracy. They respond in a manner that proclaims them to be the opposite of
“religious fanatics” – non-violent, rational, enlightened, indeed civilized – though in a society
where secularism is taboo they cannot do so in strictly secular terms. Thus in a postsecular
manner that attempts to transcend the binaries implied in notions of a “clash of
civilizations” (a term frequently invoked in this context) they draw on global discourses of
inclusive pluralism. However, the trans-politicization of the political conflict into the
sacralized realm of nationalism, in which the very security of the nation-state is tied to its
moral direction, compels them to mirror the sacralized discourse and performativity of their
opponents. Meanwhile, the state’s ostensible detachment from the controversy reinforces
the impression that the conflict transcends the profane business of politics. Building on the
anthropology of moral affect and different types of religiosity in political conflict, this paper
will analyze how the sacrality of nationalism, questions of national security, and moral
identity politics intersect in the power struggles in democratizing Indonesia, showing that
the state is in fact intimately implicated in the sacralization of political strife.
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Pan-Islamism and the Concept of the Umma in the Lectures of Hussayn al-Huthi
Alexander Weissenburger
In the beginning of the 2000s a movement, commonly referred to as the Huthis, emerged in
Yemen’s northern Sa’da province. Until his death in 2004, this movement was centred
around its founder Hussayn al-Huthi. While the Huthi movement is a reaction to the religiopolitical repression and relative deprivation experienced by northern Yemen’s Zaydi
population, Hussayn al-Huthi’s political lectures betray little of these localised sectarian
grievances. The hardship faced by the Zaydi community is framed as the result of a collusion
of American and Israel economic, political and religious interests that negatively affect all
Muslim countries and the umma as a whole. More than ten years after his death, al-Huthi’s
lectures are readily accessible on the internet and continue to be widely received.
Contrary to previous research on the topic that sees the group’s growth as the quasi
inevitable outcome of relative deprivation and political or cultural repression, this paper will
argue that al-Huthi’s success in attracting followers to the movement was in no small
measure owing to his ability to fuse religious and political topoi in order for them to
resonate with widely experienced feelings of identity loss and the resentment of the
perceived negative influences of international actors. Using social movement theory and
digital fieldwork, this paper will give an example of how localised religious and cultural
minorities in a post secular and globalised age can explain and find solutions to its problems
by projecting its fate to a larger global community.
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Panel 22 – Displaced Narratives: Story-telling in studying war and displacement
Conveners: Cindy Horst
Description: There is increasing attention to the power of individual and collective stories in
academia and beyond. Stories inform the actions of human beings and impact where they
are moving, individually and as a society. Individuals – including researchers and their
informants – activate new stories that transport others to new points of view and can
change meaning, action and thus the future. As bell hooks argues, theorizing about personal
experience not only posits the personal as critical to understanding socio-political social
boundaries; but makes it possible to consider how the personal provides room to create
alternative narratives. To what extend can storytelling be used as a method to study war,
peace and displacement? In this panel, we take four different story-telling methods to
unravel the complexities of inclusion and exclusion that accompany the trajectories of
refugees and displaced people. Our contributors look at innovative use of graphic design,
literature and poetry, film and therapeutic performance, and the traditional life history
method, as tools to research and analyse refugee and displaced populations’ own
experiences of inclusion and exclusion during war and exile. In what ways do these methods
reveal different understandings of the temporal and spatial aspects of displacement? What
are the challenges in designing such research, and what type of insights can we develop as
researchers? What are the limits in using a story-telling approach? How is this approach a
way of excavating both hidden agency and power hierarchies in displacement?
Contents:
1. Displaced Narratives: Story-telling in studying war and displacement – Flávia X. M.
Paniz
2. Reciprocal Narratives – Storytelling among Refugees in the Ambon Peacemaking
Process – Monica Devi Krisnasari
3. Ritual Performance: Giving Life to the Therapeutic efficacy of a Non System – Azza
Ahmed Aziz Yacoub
4. Refugee Life Histories: the Return of the Political Subject – Cindy Horst
5. War comics as eyewitness accounts – Jacob Høigilt
6. “Animation as an alternative story-telling medium” – Wael Toubaji

Session 1
Displaced Narratives: Story-telling in studying war and displacement
Flávia X. M. Paniz
Storytelling has been the main methodological subject on my PhD thesis in which I seek to
comprehend the circulation of ideas over the Kurdish Question and the multiple notions of
freedom managed by Kurdish women that are currently living in West. The main hypothesis
is that to conquer integration and support, Kurdish people have to modulate their identities
in order to build a narrative of feelings that are internationally recognizable. By analyzing
how they manage to tell their own life stories its noticeable that Kurdish women make an
effort to translate the situation of Kurdish communities in Middle East, but also to translate
their feelings towards the war by categorizing it and making their sentiments universally
knowable. Categories such as Infanticide, feminicide, freedom; differences between fighting
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for Kurdish people and Kurdish territory, the very idea of having a Kurdish-nation-without-astate; the comparisons with other international recognized movements such as the Abuelas
de la plaza de mayo (Argentina), the zapatism (Mexico), Palestinian women ś struggle or the
Mapuche ́s territory situation in Chile are, in many ways, part of the process of construction
of a common lexicon that produces symbolic senses in Latin America. This process of
commonly naming feelings (Veena Das) and categories are capable of producing empathy
and affective identification by non- kurdish people in which they can recognize its own
stories. Through the similarity of feelings they are able to strengthen ties, to bond, therefore
in order to immigrants and refugees fit in, they must fit in their own life stories.

Reciprocal Narratives – Storytelling among Refugees in the Ambon Peacemaking Process
Monica Devi Krisnasari
A sectarian conflict between Muslim and Christian communities was going on Ambon,
Maluku Province, Indonesia from early 1999 to 2002. The disputes among both parties led to
severe segregation of religious communities, that hereto for exhibited strong social
integration. A Grassroots peacemaking processes was initiated with reciprocal storytelling
among the refugees from Christian and Muslim communities that had become separated
from one another. The Christian community sent letters to the Muslim community and these
stories were read in the mosque, concurrently Mulims penned their stories and these letters
were sent to the Christian community to be read in church.
This research will use a descriptive qualitative method with in-depth interviews, that allows
to capture rich, descriptive data about people’s behaviours, attitudes and perceptions, and
unfolding a complex processes, and progress towards peace.
The result of this research, and its analysis show how reciprocal storytelling among the
refugees of communities in conflict play a role in the peacemaking process. It is suggested
that reciprocal storytelling can be a peacebuilding method that is applied at a grassroots
community level. Exchanging narratives helps the refugees of conflicting parties to restore
their collective memory about a peaceful life and their brotherhood before conflict, also
building empathy and trust. In doing so this activity plays a role to bind a critical mass of
people who still believe in peace between conflicting parties and makes them agents for a
positive outcome.

Ritual Performance: Giving Life to the Therapeutic efficacy of a Non System
Azza Ahmed Aziz Yacoub
The domination of Khartoum, and its suppression of cultural signifiers that resonate with the
understandings of diverse Southern Sudanese displaced people pertaining to well-being, is
alleviated organically and innovatively through ritual practice. Khartoum is somewhat tamed
by its hegemonic therapeutic structures being appropriated through the reworking of a
specific healing system banned by the authorities “the Zar”. I address this manifestation
through the prism of this named possession ritual. Significantly this naming and by extension
fixed parameters of action it implies are rendered obsolete. My observation of the praxis of
therapeutic process recasts interpretations of rituals as symbolic texts. Rather it offers a
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glimpse into the phenomenology of displacement through the specific prism of
embodiment.
The ritual represents an instance of historical relevance and due to its improvisational
nature relates to a precise present moment. Healers craft a new system bringing together
different modalities of healing simultaneously. Through this process they move beyond
syncretism (mixing diverse therapeutic orders while keeping their bounded frames intact)
towards a mode of action characterised by bricolage ( à la Levi- Strauss where the bricoleur
performs his tasks with materials and tools that are at hand and from "odds and ends”).
Most times patients do not know “the system” they engage with and more significantly do
not care to know. This entails negotiations between southern healers and patients in the
same space. Both groups create meaning in the immediacy of embodied experience and
introduce novel elements to well established and historically entrenched possession ritual.
This immediacy subverts cultural labels by illustrating that involved healers and patients are
not unduly concerned in defining it within the parameters of a given therapeutic perspective
and its historical antecedents in Khartoum.

Refugee Life Histories: the Return of the Political Subject
Cindy Horst
The life history method is not just a great way to trace the in-depth stories of people’s
deeply personal lives, but through these biographical narratives it is also possible to
understand wider societal and political patterns. Throughout my work with refugees and
others I have used life history methods to get insight in a range of individual choices and
societal processes. The life histories of refugees often exhibit periods of radical uncertainty
and major upheaval, and illustrate the contrasts between the dehumanizing realities of parts
of their lives and the strong civic virtues expressed and practiced. Another aspect that I find
important in biographic methods is that they allow us to understand societal
transformations as processes that happen through everyday acts of common people, rather
than necessarily (only) taking place on the macro level through decision makers in structures
of power. In this way, traditional understandings of power and powerholders can be
contested without necessarily overstating the agency of the actors involved. The encounter
between the researcher and the person telling her or his life history matters in co-creating
agency as well, just like the consequent production of knowledge does. Analysing the life
histories of refugees illustrates that moral political action does not take place despite having
experienced deeply dehumanizing experiences but because of those experiences. I aim to
show the connections between refugees’ understandings of (local, national, transnational)
civic engagement and the individual, family and national histories of war, violent conflict and
flight.

Session 2
War comics as eyewitness accounts
Jacob Høigilt
How may comic art help us understand the civilian experience of space, time and community
during war? Comic art is a powerful way of telling stories. The last couple of decades has
seen a global surge of interest in adult comic storytelling in the form of graphic novels,
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personal life-stories and biographies. War is one of the major themes of this literature.
Mainstream American and European war comics tend to focus on battlefield narratives or
the soldier experience of war, and their creators usually have no first-hand experience of
war. The prime victims of any war – ordinary civilians – and their experiences are relegated
to the background. This paper explores what happens when civilians take the center stage in
comic narratives about war, by analysing Lebanese adult comics. Lebanon has a long and
harrowing history of civil war and foreign aggression, first and foremost by Israel. It also has
a rich comic scene, and many of these works are personal narratives of the experience of
war. I will focus on four specific comics, two about the Lebanese civil war (1975-1990) and
two about Israel’s 2006 war on Lebanon. These comics are chosen because they provide
interesting answers to the following questions: How do comics express the dislocation of
time and space during war? What may they tell us about the sense of community – or lack of
it – among civilians across space and time? I investigate these questions through a semiotic
analysis of the comics; my own and others’ interviews with the creators; and analysing the
particularities of production and reception.

“Animation as an alternative story-telling medium”
Wael Toubaji
As a Syrian animation artist and filmmaker working on subjects related to conflict and
displacement, I wish to present on challenges and opportunities of combining traditional
research with animation as a story-telling tool. Since the start of the Syrian revolution in
2011, there has been an increasing need to use alternative media to document the
happenings on the ground from a grassroots perspective. One of the benefits of using
animation is the possibility for the informants to remain anonymous when telling their
stories publicly, to avoid potential reprisals. Moreover, since the amount of horror has been
too graphic to show in videos, animation can be used to recount the stories in a creative
way. Stories told through animation are not only individual stories, but apply to many people
affected by conflict and displacement; such as migrants coming to Europe and facing a strict
border-regime. Thus, animation is an effective medium to protect the informants’ identities
while at the same time showing the ‘hidden parts’ of the individual and collective stories (i.e.
emotions, personal agency), both visually and auditory to create alternative narratives to
those of mainstream media.
In my presentation, I will display bits of my old, current and future animation projects to
demonstrate the points above. Using my personal background as a refugee from Syria, and
professional experience as artist, I will also raise questions about the challenges artists face
when engaging in story-telling in conflict-settings, as well as present some potential
solutions.
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